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Abstract
High-spin states in the well deformed nuclei and have been populated 
using ^^®Xe(^®Ca,4n) and ^^®Xe(^®Ca,3n) reactions at 190MeV. The TESSAS 7 - 
ray spectrometer array at the Daresbury Laboratory was employed. In the
yrast band is identified up to spin 26*^  (tentatively 28"^). Excited rotational bands 
above the K^=14" isomer (T i  —2fj,Sj 3263keV) were observed, based on intrinsic 
states up to K’^ =(24'*"). In the 9/2'*'[624] ground- st at e-band is observed to
spin 57/2. Several rotational sequences and intrinsic levels were also observed, 
half-lives ranging up to 2 0 0 ns, and K-values up to 57/2.
In addition, using the CAESAR array a t the A.N.U., a Fermi-aligned 2/(213/ 2)  ^
rotational band (K « 8 ) was observed in following the ^^®Yb(®Be,5n) reaction 
at 55MeV. Its structure corresponds to a t-band in the tilted cranking representa­
tion. It crosses the ground-state-band at spin 16, giving rise to  backbending in the 
yrast sequence. Following the '^^®Yb(®Be,4n)^®^W reaction at 40MeV, the 7 /2“ [514] 
band in has been extended up to spin 33/2 (37/2), with backbending at spin 
about 2 1 / 2  and the structures above the K ^= 2 1 / 2 '*' isomer have been confirmed.
In and very high seniority intrinsic states have been found (K «24 in
and K «57 /2  in which decay partly to the 7=24 and 7=53/2 members
of the ground-state-bands, respectively. There is complete breakdown of the K- 
selection rule. It is suggested tha t the hexadecapole deformation and t-bands may 
play an im portant role.
\
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Perhaps nuclear physics began with the discovery in 1896 by Becquerel of the 
radioactivity of certain species of atoms and further identification of radioactive 
substances by the Curies in 1898. Rutherford next took up the study of these radi­
ations and their properties. In 1911, he proposed the existence of the atomic nucleus
[R ull]. A few years later, 1919, Rutherford discovered the proton by bombarding
observing
nitrogen atoms with energetic a-particles an c^ h a t protons were ejected after the 
collision. However, it was not until 1932 th a t Chadwick discovered the neutron, 
enabling a better understanding of the nature of the nucleus to  be developed.
Current investigations in nuclear structure are usually connected with the shell 
model of the nucleus. In 1948, Mayer assembled experimental evidence indicating 
the existence of a shell structure [Ma48]. It led directly to the model with a strong 
spin-orbit force developed by Mayer, Jensen, Haxel, Suess, Feenberg and Nordheim 
[Fe49, Ha49, Ma49]. The shell model was successfully extended to a deformed basis 
in the Nilsson model by Nilsson, Gottfried and Moszkowski [Ni55, Go56, Mo55]. 
Deformations had also been implied from the studies of a number of even-even
nuclei by Goldhaber and Sunyar [Go51].
Rotational motion is commonly found in the mass ranges 150<A<190 and 
A>220 (rare earths and actinides). The evidence for bands of rotational transitions 
grew with the observation of regularly spaced levels having energies proportional 
to  1(1 4 - 1 ) [Bo53] for angular momentum, 1=0, 2 , 4, etc.
In the high angular momentum domain, isomeric states are of much interest in 
nuclear structure studies. They occur in nuclei throughout the periodic table, but 
mainly in nuclei near the various closed shells. Normally, any level with half-life 
Ti. > ln s  is defined as an isomeric state. High-K isomers are commonly observed in 
the  A  %180 deformed region. These states are described by the Nilsson model with 
the  individual nucleons having high-spin projection, 0 , on the symmetry axis of 
the deformed nucleus. The high-K isomer usually involves several quasi-particles. 
By summing Ü over all the quasi-particles, a high K-value will be obtained (where 
K = X )^ ) ' Rotational bands are sometimes formed, based on these isomeric states.
1.1 SHELL MODEL
Experim ental evidence for the existence of nuclear shells was initially demonstrated 
by the discovery of the magic numbers. These are nucleon numbers where the 
nuclear binding energy is large compared to neighbouring nuclei. Experimental 
results show increased binding for neutron and proton numbers of 2 , 8 , 2 0 , 28, 50, 
82 and 126.
The Woods-Saxon potential [Kr87] is a relatively simple potential used for de­
scribing the shell model,
-  [l +  e x p ( ^ ) ]
where R q is the nuclear radius (1 .2 Aa fm) and a is the surface diffuseness 
param eter (% 0.5fm).
However, this potential can only reproduce the magic numbers 2,8 and 20, and 
the higher magic numbers do not emerge from the calculations. Two extra terms 
must be added in order to  reproduce the correct shell gaps. The first of these 
is an additive term  proportional to P, where I is the orbital angular momentum, 
which describes the fact th a t the higher Î wavefunctions are very small near the 
centre of the mean field. The second extra term  is a spin-orbit interaction which 
incorporates the intrinsic nucleon spin, s. The spin-orbit interaction is w ritten as 
Vaoir)l • s. This extra term  will split levels degenerate in I into levels degenerate in 
j  =  Z -f- s. By making the spin-orbit term attractive, the experimental observation 
of Z +  I  states lying energetically lower than their Z — |  partners is reproduced.
1.2 DEFORMED SHELL MODEL
For nuclei with, or close to the magic numbers of protons or neutrons, the simple 
shell model works extremely well. In the areas far from closed shells, such as the 
rare-earth or actinde nuclei, the representation is not so good. In these regions the 
approximation of a spherical nuclear shape is no longer valid and one must use a 
deformed single-particle potential. If the nuclear mass distribution is assumed to 
be ellipsoidal, the generalised nuclear potential can be approximated to a  deformed 
harmonic oscillator. For a simple deformed harmonic oscillator, the single-particle
potential is given by,
^ 0  -  +  y W  +  +  (1 .2 )
where cj®, tOy and are chosen to be proportional to the half axes of the 
ellipsoid. The constant volume condition is satisfied by =<^o~ constant.
Nilsson [Ni55] added two terms to this potential in order to take into account 
the spin-orbit coupling and “flat bottom ” effects as in the spherical shell model. 
The Nilsson mean nuclear potential is given by,
hn =  ^m[ujlx^ +  ojIv  ^+  -  k% wq (2Z • s +  (1.3)
It was observed empirically th a t for higher shell states, N , the shift in energy 
given by the term  was too large. As a result, this term  was replaced by,
(mI^  —» — {1^)n ) (1.4)
where
{ i%  = lAT(JV +  3) (1.5)
The term  (Z )^jv is the expectation value of P averaged over the m ajor oscillator 
shell. The parameters, k and fi, are chosen for each N  shell by comparison with 
experimental data [Zh89].
Nilsson introduced the deformation parameter, eg given by,
OJa =  =  w_L =  Wo(eg) ^1 -b ieg^  (1.6)
and
— ^0( 2^) — 2 2^^  (1-7)
The anisotropic potential is then transformed into different m athem atical space 
using the following ‘stretched’ co-ordinates,
c =
Thus the Nilsson Hamiltonian in the new basis is,
Hnus -  +  3 (2 ^  (1 -8 )
2 ii2\■2/C LÜ ( I t  • S ~  f z ( l t  — (Zt)jv))
and
Vo3C —  P ^ [ l  “  ^ £2 -^ 2 (cO S
cos 6t — ~9
It is the orbital angular momentum in the stretched co-ordinate system.
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Terms representing higher deformations of order X may be introduced by adding 
2p^€xPx(cos 6t) terms to the Voac term. In the case of axially symmetric quadrupole 
deformations only, the constant volume condition becomes
= constant (1 .9 )
where w is given by,
% w= 41A -F(M ey) (1.10)
There is no Coulomb term  in the Nilsson Hamiltonian to represent the proton- 
proton repulsion.
The onset of deformation causes each of the levels degenerate in y, to split
up into i  +  I  different levels, each with degeneracy two. This splitting of the j
degeneracy means tha t there is no good to tal angular momentum quantum number 
left in the Nilsson representation. The only good quantum numbers th a t remain 
are O, the projection of the to ta l single particle angular momentum onto the z  
(symmetry) axis and the parity tt.
The single particle states which arise from the Nilsson potential in the cylindri­
cal basis are usually categorized by a set of asymptotic quantum numbers,
æ [Y ,n „ A ]  (1 .1 1 )
where
N  =  Principal quantum  number
riz ~  Num ber o f  nodes along the z — axis 
A =  Projection o f  the orbital angular m om entum
The Nilsson energy level diagrams for both protons and neutrons are shown in 
figure 1 .1 .
1.3 COLLECTIVE NUCLEAR ROTATIONS
Nuclear deformation results in rotational type sequences in the decay spectra of nu­
clei. In collective rotation, many nucleons contribute coherently to nuclear motion 
around an axis perpendicular to the nuclear symmetry axis.
Let us consider an- axially symmetric (prolate) deformed nucleus in the labora­
tory frame (X , Y, Z) with body-fixed co-ordinates (%% y% Z ')  as given in figure 1.2 
[Ej89]. The to tal angular momentum I  results from the collective rotation R  and 
intrinsic motion with an angular momentum J  related to the symmetry axis Z ’ by 
its projection K , where K  = Since no collective rotation is possible about
Z \  R  must always be perpendicular to the symmetry axis. The component K  of 
7 is a constant of motion as is the component M  along Z. The state of motion is 
completely specified h j  P ,  M  and K  with
R  = h j l { I  + l ) - K ^  (1.12)
This expression is valid fox J  ^  K  and for K  | .  When there is no intrinsic 
excitation ( K  =  0 ), a simple expression for the energies of a collectively rotating 
nucleus can be written as,
M 'f /
\ 1
/
%P3
■Ê,
I
I
i
•S
A,
ieo
I
'■o aj l'sç
Figure 1.2: An axially-symmetric deformed nucleus with body-fixed axes X ' , Y* and 
Z ' drawn in the space-fixed system Z ). The collective rotation represented
by the vector R  can only take place around the axis X ' , adding to the total angular 
m om entum  I  with components K h  along Z ' and MU along Z . The quantum number 
K  is the component o f the intrinsic angular momentum J  along Z ‘ [Ej89],
— ^ 7 ( 7  +  1 ) ( 1  13)
where Cr is the moment of inertia, which will be discussed in next section.
1.4 MOMENT OF INERTIA
Semi-classically, the energy of a perfect, rotor is given by,
A: =  (1.14)
where
= (1.15)
By substituting w, equation 1.14 becomes equation 1.13,
E  =  (1.16)
The rigid body moment of inertia for a nucleus of mass M  and quadrupole 
deformation are related by,
= I m R\1 + i f t )  (1.17)
where R  is the radius of the nucleus ('^ 1 . 2  A^).
Since the nucleus is made up of constituent nucleons, one would not expect it
to  be fully rigid. This is verified by experimental results which typically give values
for the moment of inertia at between one third and a half of the rigid body value.
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1.5 PARTICLE PLUS ROTOR MODEL
In order to describe the effects of single-particle phenomena and bulk rotations 
together, Bohr and Mottelson introduced the particle plus rotor model [Bo76]. 
In general, the difference between valence nucleons and a collective ‘core’ is not 
well defined. However, for odd A  nuclei a t low spin, it is possible to describe the 
system as a single unpaired nucleon (the odd proton or neutron) coupled to an 
inert even-even deformed nuclear core.
In this model the nuclear Hamiltonian is given by [Ri80],
where J  is the to tal angular momentum, K  is the projection of 7 on the ^sym- 
m etry axis and £  is the angular momentum of the odd particle.
The first term  describes the energy of the bulk rotor. The second term  only 
acts on the unpaired particle and is the valence part of the Hamiltonian. This term  
is sometimes referred to as the recoil term. The third term  describes the Coriolis 
interaction due to the coupling of the odd particle with the core.
The coupling of the odd particle to the core is dependent on the relative effects 
of the  deformation of the nuclear core and the strength of the Coriolis interaction. 
W hen the rotor part of the Hamiltonian dominates over the Coriolis term, the odd 
nucleon is strongly coupled to the core. This usually occurs if,
1. The nuclear deformation is large.
2. The Coriolis m atrix elements are small. This is usually the case for low-j 
single-particle orbitals. For high-j orbitals, the Coriolis part may only be
11
x ‘
(a)
__ Z
(b)
Figure 1.3: (a) The strong coupling or deformation aligned scheme, and (b) the 
weak coupling or rotation-aligned scheme [Ej89j.
neglected if the ÎÎ for tha t orbital is large.
In the strong coupling limit (figure 1.3(a)), the large deformation means th a t K 
approximates a good quantum  number. Then, the odd particle angular momentum 
is strongly coupled to the motion of the core and j  precesses around the symmetry 
axis. In this case the  energy spectrum is given by a set of levels with energies.
~  +  1 ) -  K^] (1.19)
and therefore, for a strongly coupled rotational band, the spin of the band-head 
is assumed I  = K .
When the Coriolis term  dominates, the odd particle effectively becomes de­
coupled from the even-even core (figure 1.3(b)). The odd particle’s angular mo­
m entum  projection onto the rotation axis then becomes a good quantum  number.
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1.6 CRANKING
The cranking model is an alternative to the particle-rotor model. W hen the de­
formed nucleus experiences a fast rotation, Coriolis and centrifugal forces act on 
the rotating frame and an extra term, —%u)jx [Bo75, Ej89], is added to the Nilsson 
Hamiltonian to  give the cranked Nilsson Hamiltonian. Here represents the spin 
projection on the axis of rotation. The result is th a t the energy levels depend not 
only on deformation but also on the rotational frequency, w. Hence, the two-fold 
degeneracy of the Nilsson levels is split, in particular for levels which are high-j and 
small f i t .
1.7 MOTIVATION
A new mode of cold rotation has recently been identified at I  in the odd-N
nucleus, ^^®W [Wa93]. Beyond the first band crossing, the yrast states (a sequence 
of all states th a t have the highest angular momentum for a given energy) have 
simultaneously some degree of both rotation alignment and deformation alignment. 
The interpretation is th a t the two 1^3 /2 neutrons are Fermi aligned [Fr83] and 
coupled to  high-K structure. This mode of rotation is outside the model space of 
the standard (principal-axis) cranking model but should be well described when 
the cranking axis is given freedom to “tilt” , i.e. to move between the principal 
axis and the symmetry axis [Fr91]. In the present study of ^®°W, this tilted mode 
of rotation is expected to be more dramatic because of the absence of the odd- 
neutron spectator quasiparticle. A detailed study of the backbending behaviour in 
the nucleus ^®°W, including two- and three-band-mixing calculations, is shown in
13
chapter four.
As shown in figure 1.4, the high-spin isomers of the N=106 isotones have already 
been studied by several authors, for example [Ch8 8 , Fa79, Pe85, Va80, De76]. From 
the previous works, 7^=16"^ is the highest isomeric state observed in ^^®Hf and 
(excitation energy ^3M eV) [Va80, De76, Fa79, Pe85]. In ^®^0s [Ch8 8 ] an 
I  — isomer is observed (excitation energy ~7MeV, T i=130ns). Surprisingly, 
about 1 % of its population decays directly to the 7^=24+ member of the ground- 
state rotational band. The K-selection rule is violated in this case, and raises the 
question of the usefulness of the K-quantum number.
In order to determine the limits to the usefulness of the K-quantum number at 
high angular momentum, where Coriolis coupling leads to considerable K-mixing 
and shape effects may be im portant, we have used the reaction of ^®Ca on ^^ ®Xe 
to make neutron-rich isotopes of tungsten. The neutron-rich tungsten isotopes are 
expected to be the most favourable for the identification of very high-K isomers, 
as judged from systematics in the region. Pedersen et. al. [Pe85] reported tha t 
higher lying isomers exist in but did not establish the levels involved. Al­
though ^^^Hf and ^^ ®Ta are expected to have higher spin isomers that are more en­
ergetically favoured, these cannot be made with appropriate (stable) beam -target 
combinations. W ith such studies, it may be possible to establish which are the 
im portant degrees of freedom in the K-isomer decays.
14
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N = I 0 6
isomers
25
>
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Figure 1.4: Systematics o f high-spin isomers o f the N=106 nuclei. Data taken from  
[Va80,De76,Fa79,Pe85].
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Chapter 2
EXPERIMENTAL
TECHNIQUES
2.1 GAMMA-RAY DETECTORS
In order to investigate the structure of a nucleus, the energy of the electromagnetic 
radiation emitted as the nucleus decays from its excited states must be measured. 
W hen a 7 -ray comes into contact w ith m atter, one of the three effects may occur;
1. The Photoelectic Effect. The 7 -ray is absorbed by an atom  and one of the 
atomic electrons, known as a photoelectron, is released. The kinetic energy 
of the electron is equal to  the 7 -ray energy less the binding energy of the 
electron.
Te — — Be (2 .1 )
where Tg is the kinetic energy of the electron, is the energy of the 7 -ray 
and Be is the binding energy of the electron.
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The photoelectric effect is most significant for low energy 7 -rays (~100keV), 
it increases rapidly with the atomic number Z  of the absorber atom (roughly 
as and decreases rapidly with increasing 7 -ray energy (roughly as E~^).  
Furthermore, there are discontinuous jumps of the photoelectric cross-section 
at energies corresponding to the binding energies of particular electronic 
shells. Figure 2 .1  shows an example of the photoelectric absorption cross- 
section in Pb. The binding energy of a K-shell electron in Pb is 8 8 keV. 
Incident 7 -rays with energy less than 8 8 keV cannot release K-shell photo­
electrons (although they can release less tightly bound electrons from higher 
shells). When the 7 -ray energy is increased above 8 8 keV, the availability 
of the K-shell electrons to participate in the photoelectric absorption pro­
cess causes a sudden increase in the absorption probability, known as the 
K-absorption edge or K-edge.
2 . The Compton Effect. The 7 -ray scatters from a free atomic electron, resulting 
in a less energetic 7 -ray and a scattered electron carrying the energy lost by 
the photon. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic view of the process. Assuming 
the atomic electron is a t rest and free, conservation of linear momentum and 
total energy gives.
&  =  (2.2)
C C  V l  —
and
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M edges 1
L edges
I
.i
K edge
2
I
10  ^ —  0.001 1.00.01 0.1(MeV)
Figure 2.1: Photoelectric cross-section in Ph. This figure is taken from  [Kr87].
mc^ (2.4J
If the scattered 7 -ray is observed, the unobserved variables /3 and (f) can be 
eliminated, giving the Compton scattering formula
(2.5)
The scattered 7 -ray energy ranges from E.y for 0 =  0° (forward scattering) to 
a minimum of roughly ^  % 0.25MeV for 0 =  180°.
3. The Pair Production. If the 7 -ray energy is greater than twice the electron 
rest mass energy (mo=511keV), the process of pair production is possible.
18
Scattered photon
Incident photon
Scattered electron 
0 = j3c
Figure 2.2: The geometry o f Compton scattering [Kr87].
Here, the photon’s energy creates an electron-positron pair. The positron 
may then annihilate with a nearby electron resulting in the emission of two 
61 IkeV 7 -rays 180° apart.
The ideal 7 -ray detector has good energy resolution, a large detection efficiency 
and fast timing characteristics. However, as figure 2.3 demonstrates, the cross- 
sections for the three processes listed above vary, j from material to material. As a 
result the choice of 7 -ray detector will depend on which particular attributes are 
required for the job. A brief explanation of some types of detectors and their uses 
is given below.
2.1.1 Semi-conductor Detectors
The electrons within a semi-conductor can occupy two distinct bands of levels. 
These are the valence band, where the electrons are bound in their lattice sites, 
and the conduction band, where the electrons are free from their atoms. The 
difference in energy between these bands is called the energy gap. An electron 
lying in the valence band which absorbs some of the energy from the incoming 
photon can be promoted to the conduction band leaving a ‘hole’ in the valence
19
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BGO
*e#V
8
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I
: 0 .1-c
0.010.01 0.01 0.10.1
Energy (M tV)
Figure 2.3: Hesponses o f (a) Ge and (b) BGO with respect to 'y-ray energy. These 
figures are taken from  [Sh8 8 ].
band. If a voltage is applied across the detector, both the conduction electrons 
and the holes give rise to charge flows, the magnitude of which is a measure of the 
7 -ray energy.
Semi-conductors such as silicon, Si {Z = 14) and germanium, Ge (Z  — 32) are 
commonly used for building semi-conductor detectors. The energy gap between the 
valence and conduction bands in such materials is relatively small (~ a  few eV). The 
photoelectric cross-section is dependent on the number of electrons in the material. 
Therefore, Ge is usually preferred for 7 -ray work due to its higher atomic number. 
The small size of the energy gap in Ge means tha t unwanted noise may occur due 
to therm al excitation of electrons across the band gap. In order to minimise this 
effect, the detector must be operated at liquid nitrogen tem perature (77K).
In the present work, hyper-pure germanium (HpGe) detectors were employed 
for the TESSAS and CAESAR 7 -ray spectrometer arrays, which will be discussed
20
in the next section. This type of detector has an advantage of being able to  be 
stored a t room temperature. Natural germanium has three main isotopes - ^°Ge 
(20%), ^^Ge (28%) and ^^Ge (36%). Evaporation neutrons from heavy-ion, xn  
reactions inelastically scatter with these Ge nuclei, raising them to excited states. 
These then  decay by 7 -ray or electron emission, and this energy may be absorbed 
by the crystal. Characteristic peaks can be observed at 596keV (^'^Ge,2 + G+),
690keV (^2Ge,0+ 0 +), 835keV (^G e,2 + 0+) and 1040keV (^°Ge,2+ 0+).
All these transitions have high-energy tails from the kinetic energy of the knock-on 
germanium nucleus,
2.1.2 Scintillation Detectors
In scintillation detectors the 7 -ray energy raises the molecules of the detector m ate­
rials to higher excited states which then decay by the emission of light. These pulses 
of light are then detected by a photo-cathode and amplified using a photo-multiplier 
tube to give an energy dependent signal. The most commonly used scintillation 
detectors are bismuth germajiate (Bi4 Ge3 0 i 2 ), usually referred to simply as BGO, 
barium fiuoride (BaF2 ) and sodium iodide (Nal).
Due to relatively high density and high Z  of bismuth (.^ =  83), BGO is an ex­
tremely efficient 7 -ray detector. However, it also has a poor light output compared 
to  Nal and other scintillators resulting in a poor energy resolution, especially for 
low energy 7 -ray s.
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2.1.3 The Escape Suppressed Spectrometer
The efficiency for detecting the full energy of a 7 -ray in a simple HpGe detector 
is about 20% of th a t for a 3in by 3in Nal crystal at IMeV. This low detection 
efficiency means tha t there is a large probability tha t a Compton event will be 
scattered straight out of the detector. In order to improve on the signal to noise 
ratio, the escape suppressed spectrometer (ESS) was designed.
The idea is to house the germanium detector in a secondary detector called a 
‘shield’. This has the job of detecting those 7 -rays which are Compton scattered 
out of the germanium detector. If a signal is detected in the shield the 7 -ray 
event is vetoed in the germanium detector. Figure 2.4(a) and 2.4(b) show the 
spectra obtained using a ®°Co source for a unsuppressed germanium detector and 
suppressed germanium detector respectively. The suppression factor defined as 
(a )/(b ) is also shown in figure 2.4(c). The ESS improves the peak to to tal ratio 
from 20% for the unsuppressed HpGe to between 55% and 60%.
Previously Nal shields were commonly used but these have now been outdated 
by the use of the much more compact BGO crystals. The modern ESS consists 
of a HpGe detector housed in a BGO shield with the photo-multiplier tubes at its 
back. Because of the  poor light output of BGO crystal, in TESSA3 the low density 
N al crystals are mounted in front of the germanium detector and the BGO shield, 
as shown in figure 2.5, in order to catch the scattered low energy 7 -rays. However, 
in CAESAR, only BGO crystals have been employed to shield the germanium 
detectors.
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Figure 2.4: Spectra obtained using ^^Co source fo r (a) unsuppressed Ge detector 
and (b) suppressed Ge detector, (c) shows the suppression factor defined as (of)/(h). 
These figures are taken from  [No85].
Phototube HpGe
Figure 2.5: The escape suppressed spectrometer [No85].
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2.2 GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETER ARRAYS
Coincidence techniques have been widely used in constructing nuclear decay schemes. 
In order to  obtain coincidence information, at least two detectors are required. 
Two 7 -rays detected from the same decay cascade results in one coincident event.
If three detectors fire, the number of ‘doubles’ events, or 7 - 7  events, will rise to 
three. If N different 7 -rays are detected from one cascade, there are 7 - 7
coincidences. Therefore, in order to obtain high statistics coincidence data in a 
short period, a multi-detector array is required.
2.2.1 The TESSA Spectrometer
The Total Energy Suppression Shield Array (TESSA) was developed at the Dares- 
bury laboratory. In the present work, TESSAS was employed in the ^^®Xe(‘*®Ca,4 n) 
and ^^®Xe(‘^ ®Ca,3n) experiments. There are sixteen Compton suppressed germa­
nium detectors in TESSAS, some of which are shown schematically in figure 2.6. 
Twelve of the detectors are placed in two rings of six at ±19° to  the horizontal 
plane with detectors placed at angles of 35°, 90° and 145° with respect to the beam 
direction. The remaining four detectors are placed two each at 60° and 120° on the 
horizontal plane. Moreover, there is an inner BGO ‘ball’ surrounding the target 
area, see figure 2.6. The purpose of this is to measure the 7 -ray multiplicity and 
to ta l energy em itted by all the photons in a decay cascade. This ball consists of 
64 detectors in a honeycomb arrangement. These are connected in such a way to 
give an effective fifty element calorimeter, with each element subtending an ap­
proximately equal solid angle. The BGO ball covers a solid angle of about 93% of
24
BGO BAIL
Figure 2.6: The TESSAS array. This figure is taken from  [Sh8 8 ].
47T.
Figure 2.7 shows a standard electronics diagram of TESSAS. The basic aim of 
the electronics is to process clean Compton suppressed 7 -ray energy, coincidence 
timing, fold and sum energy data  taken from the array in a way tha t the event 
manager can process and write to magnetic tape for offline analysis. However, in 
the ^^^Xe+'^^Ca experiments, the sum energy electronics was not used. Instead, a 
time-to-amplitude converter (TAG) signal was put between the master gate and 
the beam  burst. This gives the timing information of a 7 - 7  event relative to the 
beam  signal. Normal direct current (D.C.) beams had been replaced by bunched 
and chopped beams, which will be discussed later in this chapter.
number of BGO detector firing correspond to a particular coincidence event, see figure 2.7.
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2.2.2 The CAESAR Array
CAESAR at the A.N.U. consists of six Compton suppressed germanium detectors, 
which can be increased to seven detectors if the beam can be stopped at the target 
position. All the detectors are placed on a vertical plane, as shown in figure 2.8, 
with detectors at angles 48°, ±97°, 144.5° and —145.5° to the beam direction. 
The 7 -rays enter the germanium crystals through the side of the detectors, instead 
of the front face (as used with TESSAS). The electronics of CAESAR are very 
similar to TESSAS. However it does not have an inner BGO ball and a multiple- 
input time-to-digital convertor (TDC) has been installed. This device provides 
7 - 7  and 7 -pulsed beam-time information. Therefore, timing information of 7 -rays 
relative to the beam bursts from individual detectors can be obtained. CAESAR 
was employed in the ’^’®Yb(®Be,4n) and ’^’®Yb(®Be,3n) experiments.
2.3 HEAVY-ION,æn REACTIONS
The emission of 7 -radiation following the formation of excited states in heavy-ion, 
xn  reactions was first studied by Morinaga and Gugelat in 196S [M0 6 S]. Several 
comprehensive reviews [Ej89, Ne74, Ba80, Pe82, Di80] exist on the subject and re­
action studies provide an active area of research in their own right. In the present 
work, the »=Xe(^Ca,4n), :^^Xe(^«Ca,Sn), ^^®Yb(®Be,5 n) and ^^®Yb(®Be,4 n) reac­
tions have been used and the aspects of the reaction mechanism are discussed 
below.
There are a number of different ways of populating excited nuclear states using 
accelerated ion beams and stable targets. As shown in figure 2.9, the type of
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aESA
Figure 2.8; The CAESAR array.
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reaction that occurs is heavily dependent on the kinetic energy of the beam particle, 
E b , and the Coulomb repulsion felt between the beam particle and the target nuclei. 
The Coulomb barrier in units of MeV (in the laboratory frame) can be calculated 
using the formula,
where A i and A 2 are the atomic masses of the projectile and target respectively, 
Z ’s are the atomic numbers and R ’s are the nucleus radii in units of fm.
If the beam energy is below the Coulomb barrier, there is no nuclear penetration, 
however, the target and projectile nuclei may be Coulomb excited or inelastically 
scattered.
At the beam energies around the Coulomb barrier, the beam and target nuclei 
can just touch, the result of which is the picking up or loss of one or two valence 
nucleons by the target. The residual target may also be Coulomb excited by the 
passing ion.
If the beam energy is above the Coulomb barrier, the two nuclei may fuse 
together, creating a highly excited compound system which then initially decays 
mainly via neutron emission. The emission of a neutron lowers the excitation 
energy, typically about 8 -lOMeV, but only takes away about 1 %, of angular mo­
mentum. However, charged particles (protons and alpha particles) may compete 
with neutron evaporation. In rare cases, the compound nucleus decays by emit­
ting a very high energy 7 -ray (^15M eV) corresponding to de-excitation of giant 
resonance states within the compound nucleus. Particle emission continues until
29
(c)
Figure 2.9; Three methods o f forming excited states within nuclei, (a) E b < E c b , 
Coulomb excitation (h) E b ~  E c b > pick u p / stripping reaction (c) E b > E c b > 
heavy-ion /itSTon.[Re91]
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Figure 2.10: Compound nucleus decay after a fusion reaction. Note the higher 
energy and spin positions o f the residual nucleus i f  fewer particles are emitted. (N  
is the number o f neutrons emitted) [Re91]
the residual nucleus lies within one particle binding energy of the yrast line, which 
is defined as a sequence of all states that have the highest angular momentum for 
a given energy, in the spin vs. excitation energy plane. As figure 2 . 1 0  shows, the 
fewer nucleons boiled off, the higher the residual nucleus will initially lie in spin 
and excitation energy.
In the case of simple heavy-ion, xn  reactions the maximum reaction cross- 
section is gained at a bombarding energy, Eb (in the centre of mass frame), in 
units of MeV, th a t can be estimated using the semi-empirical formula,
= { -Q + 5.5a,) (2.7)
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where x  is the number of neutrons em itted and Q is the binding energy difference 
before and after compound nucleus formation. If, after formation, the nucleus 
evaporates a neutrons, h protons and c a-particles, then the Q-value is given by,
Q =  Âf(A2, ^ ’2 ) +  o i k T ( n ) d" cAf(oî) (2.8)
—fkf(Ai 4* A-2 — a — h — 4c, Z\ 4- Z 2 — h — 2c)
where il^(j4i, Zi), Af(A.2 , ^ 2 )» Af(Ai4“A.2 —a—b—4c, Zi-jrZ2 —b—2 c), Af(?%), Af(p) 
and M ( a )  are the rest masses of the projectile, target, residual nucleus, evaporated 
neutron, proton and a-particle, respectively. The energy from the centre of mass 
frame can be transformed into the laboratory frame by the relation,
where M i and M 2  are the masses of the beam and target nuclei, respectively.
The to ta l angular momentum of the compound nucleus in such a reaction can 
be estim ated by using the following semi-classical argument. Assuming th a t the 
maximum angualr momentum, Imax, is th a t which occurs as a result of a grazing 
collision (i.e. the projectile and the target nucleus just touch), by conservation of 
energy,
_  ^ lab  _  J^lab (2 .10)
where =  the bombarding energy of the projectile in the laboratory frame 
■^ CB “  the Coulomb barrier in the laboratory frame
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Classically, the maximum angular momentum is given by,
^max ~  fJiVR (2.11)
where p =  reduced mass of the system
V  =  velocity of the projectile when it just touches the target nucleus 
_  / 2E'^V M
R  =  distance between the centres of two nuclei 
=  R i  - f -  R 2
Equation 2.11 becomes,
^max — -f R 2 ) (2 .1 2 )
In the present work, the reactions ^®Ca-{-^ ^®Xe and ®Be-b^^®Yb were employed. 
The predicted cross-sections were calculated using the statistical model code ZPACE 
[Ga80]. Results for the reactions are shown in figure 2 .1 1  and figure 2 .1 2 . Further 
discussion will be presented in section 2 .5 .
2.4 THE PARTICLE BEAM: ACCELERATOR  
REQUIREMENTS
For the work contained in this thesis, two tandem  accelerators were employed, the 
20MV tandem  accelerator at the SERC Daresbury laboratory, figure 2.13 and the 
A.N.U. 14UD tandem  accelerator at the Australian National University, Canberra.
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Figure 2.11: Predictions o f the reaction cross-sections from the code ZPACE for  
the reaction.
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Be9 + Ybl76 ZPACE calculation
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Figure 2.12: Predictions o f the reaction cross-sections from  the code ZPACE for  
the ^Be+^’^ ^Yh reaction.
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The accelerators work in two parts. The singly charged negative ions produced 
by the ion source, are attracted to the high positive voltage at the centre terminal. 
As the negative ions reach the centre terminal, many of their electrons are stripped 
off by collisions with a thin carbon foil causing them  to become positively charged. 
The centre terminal is now highly repulsive and the positive ions are accelerated to 
the end of the machine. The beam is then cWlected through a 90° bending magnet 
into different experimental areas.
In the present work, bunched and chopped beams were employed. A buncher 
works by making small changes in the beam velocity. This device is able to slow 
down and speed up different parts of the beam. Instead of having a direct current 
(D.C.) beam, the beam is squashed into individual beam bursts with a constant 
time difference between two successive bursts. Additionally, a radio frequency 
(R.F.) voltage is generated for a chopper, which narrows the width of the beam 
bursts to about Ins and removes any residual beam in the spaces between the 
buncher. An additional chopper (at the A.N.U, only) chopped off some of the 
intermediate beam  bursts. At the A.N.U., there are two sets of choppers which 
can provide a 864ns gap between two successive beam bursts. These bunched and 
chopped beams provide a time reference for all the transitions which are detected 
during the experiments. At the Daresbury laboratory, the beam bursts of the 
^^®Xe(‘^ ®Ca,4n)^®°W and ^^®Xe(‘*®Ca,3n)^®^W experiments were 140ns apart.
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Figure 2.13: The 20M V Daresbury accelerator. [Ta84]
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2.5 TARGETS
In ^^®Xe(^®Ca,4n)^®°W experiment, the bombarding energy was chosen at 190MeV. 
Because of the relatively high stopping power of ^^Ca ions on the xenon target at 
this bombarding energy (<  ^9M eV/m gcm ~^) [No70], the beam energy was reduced 
by about 20MeV, while going through the 2 mgcm“  ^ thick target. Consequently, 
the reaction populated states in as well as
In the ^^®Yb(®Be,5n)^®°W and ^^®Yb(®Be,4n)^®^W experiments, bombarding en­
ergies of 55MeV and 40MeV respectively were used. The idea of the ^^®Yb(^Be,4n) 
reaction was to  populate the and nuclei in the same experiment by keep­
ing the beam  energy close to the Coulomb barrier, see figure 2.12. In comparison 
with the ^®Ca experiment, a thicker target (4.6m^cm“^) was employed. The stop­
ping power of the ®Be ions on the *^^ ®Yb target is about 0,5JWeV/mpcm“^[No70] 
at 40MeV bombarding energy. Therefore, the beam lost about 2MeV in the ta r­
get. An advantage of using a thicker target was to increase the chance of collisions 
between the ®Be and ^^^Yb nuclei. This reaction mainly populated the nu­
clei. The ^^®Yb(®Be,5n)^®°W reaction strongly populated states in with a
~  2mgcm~^ thick target.
Table 2.1 has summarized the details of the reactions, bombarding energies, 
targets and target thicknesses of the present study. For the ^^®Xe(‘^ ®Ca,4n)^®°W 
and ^^®Xe(^®Ca,3n)^®^W experiments, a cryogenically frozen ^^ ®Xe target [Ur89] 
was employed, as shown in figure 2.14. Isotopically enriched ^^^Xe gas, ~92%, was 
introduced through a capillary tube. The gas was solidified onto a lead surface 
which is titled at 45° with respect to the beam axis. The tem perature of the cold
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Table 2.1: Summary of experimental conditions.
Nuclei Studied Reactions Beam Energy Target Thickness
lab(MeV) {mgcm~'^)
180^ “ ®Xe(«Ca,4n)“) 190 ~ 2
181W i^XeC»Ca,3n)°) 190 ~ 2
55 2 . 0
is iy f i™Yb(®Be,3n)'’) 40 4.6
“^Experiment was performed at the SERC Daresbury laboratory. 
Experiment was performed at the Australian National University.
20 cm
h e a t in g  w ire hydrogen 
L  therm om eter
t a r g e t
80 “ K 
s ta t io n
beamP lu n g e r  IIP lunger Cu cold fin g e r
''ch am b e r
Figure 2.14: The solidified xenon gas target. [Ur89]
finger was approximately 20K. The beam current was kept low (~3pnA ) to reduce 
sublimation of the frozen xenon target. Periodically additional xenon gas was 
allowed into the reaction chamber to regenerate the target. The average thickness 
of the target was estimated to  be 2mgcm~^.
An isotopically enriched, <^96%, ^^^Yb target was used in ^^®Yb(®Be,4n)^®°W 
and ^^®Yb(®Be,3n)^®^W experiments. This target was prepared by reducing ox­
ide powder under vacuum with thorium. The tem perature required is about
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1200°C. Details of this process are described in [We6 6 ]. The target thicknesses 
were 2mgcm~'^ and 4:.6mgcm~^ for the ^^®Yb(®Be,4n)^®°W and ^^®Yb(®Be,3n)^®^W 
experiments, respectively.
2.6 OFF-LINE DATA ANALYSIS
The coincidence data from the ^^®Xe-|-^®Ca data set, and the ^^®Yb+®Be data  set 
were stored event-by-event onto magnetic tape. These event-by-event data  in­
cluded two and higher fold of coincidence energy information, and also the timing 
information of 7 -ray transitions relative to the beam pulses. There were about 65 
million events obtained from the ^®Ca experiment and 30 million events from the 
®Be experiment. Singles spectra from individual detectors were also recorded.
2.6.1 Peak Intensities and Centroids
The peak intensities and centroids were found using computer programs which draw 
a linear background line between selected regions, and calculate the peak intensity, 
with background subtraction, and centroid of the peak between two specified peak 
markers. A Gaussian fitting program was applied for partially resolved doublets 
in order to  obtain more accurate peak intensities and centroids. The u n c e r ta in ­
ties of measuring the intensities are due to statistical fluctuations, problems of 
background definition and the possibility of unknown underlying contaminants. 
Resulting intensities of the strong peaks have errors of about 5%.
In order to obtain intensities of the 7 -ray transitions, the ‘peak’ counts need to 
be divided by an efficiency factor. In the present work, the efficiency calibration
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was deduced for each germanium detector by measuring (in singles) relative 7 -rays 
intensities, including the X -ray intensities, from a ^®^ Eu radioactive source [Br8 6 ].
Since a few studies on had already been done [Pe8 6 , Fa79, Ma79, Sh78, 
Gu71] and many transition energies were known with small uncertainties, an in­
ternal energy calibration was done for the ^^Ga data set, using the strong and well 
known ground-state-band transition energies. Moreover, in order to ensure that 
the internal calibration was reliable, a standard ^®^Eu spectrum was recorded with 
the same energy calibration as used in the ^®Ca data set. The 7 -ray energies of the 
standard spectrum were in good agreement with all the ^®^ Eu lines. For the ®Be 
data  set, known energies were again used for the energy calibration.
2.6.2 Singles Angular Distributions
Singles angular distribution measurements were taken for the ®Be data  set. The 
7 -rays intensities at angles 48°, ±97°, 144.5° and —145.5° were measured for the cor­
responding ‘singles’ spectra. For particular 7 -ray transitions, the singles-angular- 
distribution measurements can be used to determine the multipolarity of the ra­
diation. However, transitions with a half-life longer than 40ns have an isotropic 
decay, allowing no multipolarity information to be obtained. Therefore, during 
the measurement, a 40ns wide beam overlap requirement was added to each ger­
manium detector so as to  prevent any transitions which have half-life longer than 
40ns being detected. This timing restriction provided cleaner singles spectra from 
the detectors. The intensities were then fitted with functions of the form
W{6)  =  v4o ±  ^ 2^ 2 ( 0 0 8  9) +  A.4 jP4 (cos 6) (2.13)
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where P2 and are Legendre polynomials, A 2 and A4 are experimental coeffi­
cients [Fr65].
Because of the 40ns beam overlap requirement, the usual ‘singles’ efficiency 
calibration, as mentioned in section 2.6.1, had to be re-normalised. After efficiency 
calibration, a computer program was used for fitting the intensity distributions of 
different 7 -ray transitions. The normalised coefficients together with the values 
of were obtained from this program with A4 set to zero. Meaningful A4 values 
could not be obtained due to the Hmited range of detector angles. In some cases 
the angular distributions of A I= 1  transitions were analysed in order to find the 
sign of the  dipole/quadrupole mixing ratio, 8. An example for the transitions of 
=  16+ band in is discussed in Chapter Five.
2.6.3 Coincidence Analysis
The coincidence data were analysed in the form of two dimensional, (æ, y), energy 
matrices with the energy of one photon on one axis and the energy of its coincident 
partner on the other. Additionally, timing requirements were also ■ included in 
the sorting by setting gates on a time difference spectrum, as shown in figure 2.15. 
A brief explanation of different types of matrices used in the present work is given 
below.
1. Prom pt-7 - 7  Matrix. This was generated for both of the '^ ®Ca and ®Be data set,
. For the ®Be data, the coincident requirement is defined by the tim e difference 
spectrum, which has been gated on the prompt timing peak (±30ns). This 
ensured th a t only the prompt coincidence events were sorted. Normally, X -
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Figure 2.15: Time difference (TDC) spectrum.
rays and low energy 7 -ray transitions (<100keV) are detected at the surface 
of the detectors, where the electric field is weaker than at the centre of the 
crystal. Therefore, these events are detected slightly time delayed (^lOOns) 
compared to  the high energy prompt events. This causes the shoulders on 
the time difference spectrum. This is called the time-walk effect. In order to 
include these prompt events into the matrix, a wider timing gate is required 
(±170ns). In fact, both of the “wide” and “narrow” prompt-7 - 7  matrices 
were generated for the ®Be data in the present study.
2. Delayed-Early Matrix. The time difference spectrum (®Be data only) has 
been gated at the ‘earlies’ for the x-axis of the matrix, which is called the 
early-axis. By gating on the  early-axis, the transitions which decay after 
the gated transition, will be projected onto the delayed-axis. This m atrix 
also allows gates to be set on the transitions below an isomer and shows the 
transitioi]^[|p^cede the isomer.
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Figure 2.16: Coincidence spectrum showing transitions between IC=14 and
IC  =8~ isomer, gated by 196keV transition.
3. Prom pt 7 -7 -out-of-beam Matrix. For coincident events which occur within 
±30ns of each other, and in addition they occur between two beam bursts 
(up to ~860ns for the ®Be data, and ~100ns for the ^®Ca data), the events 
were sorted into these matrices (i.e. coincident events below isomers). An 
example of a 7 -7 -out-of-beam spectrum, gated by the 196keV transition, is 
given in figure 2.16. This shows the transitions between the K’^ =14~ and the 
K ^= g- isomers, see figure 3.1.
By gating on many different energies and checking coincidence relations between 
transitions, a decay scheme of the nucleus can be built up.
2.6.4 Angular Correlation Measurements
Other than  the singles-angular-distribution measurements, angular-correlation mea­
surements [Kr73] have been made for the ^®Ca data set, to determine the multipole
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order of the 7 -ray transitions. Two 7 - 7  matrices were created; a 90°-90° m atrix 
which selected 7 - 7  events from the detectors at 90° with respect to the beam di­
rection; and a 35°-90° m atrix which selected events from the detectors at 35° vs 
detectors a t 90°. The ratios of the 7 -ray intensities at 35° relative to those at 90° 
were obtained by putting gates (at the 90° axis) on the matrices. Results will be 
listed in chapter three. This method gives a well defined ratio for E2 transitions, see 
figure 3,6. Although the 7 -7 -angular correlations are complicated to interpret, and 
worse statistical accuracy, many transitions are multiple lines in singles spectrum, 
whereas coincidence gates can get rid of the contaminations.
2.6.5 Lifetime Measurements
Three-dimensional 7 -7 -time matrices were created from the ®Be data set. A time 
difference spectrum is produced by selecting transition energies at the energy axes 
and then projecting the time difference spectrum of the selected transitions onto the 
time axis. The spectrum indicates the half-life of the level(s) situated between the 
gated transitions. In order to minimise the time-walk effect, the gated transitions 
are kept as close in energy as possible.
Once the time spectrum  is created, the half-life of the level can be determined 
by either measuring the centroid shift (for Ti. less than about 1 0 ns), or the slope of 
the tim e spectrum (for T i greater than about 10ns). The time difference spectrum 
is calibrated to 0.6ns/channel, and channel 2048 is calibrated as the origin of the 
time scale (i.e. T=0.0ns). Examples of the time difference spectra are shown in 
figure 2.17(a) and (b) for two levels of
Similar lifetime measurement is applied on the "*®Ca data set. The TESSA3
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electronics record timing information for the 7 -rays relative to the beam pulses. 
The time spectra are analysed by the centroid-shift method [Dr80].
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Figure 2.17: Time difference spectra from the ®jBe data set. (a) showing a typical 
prompt time spectrum fo r the 1138.2keV level o f gated by fdO.OkeV and
525.5keV transitions, (h) illustrating the half-life o f the 3546.4keV level of^^^W,  
gated by ISS.OkeV and 340.3keV transitions.
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Chapter 3
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter the level schemes of and will be presented, and the
associated evidence will be discussed. Experimental results from the ^®Ca and ®Be 
experiments will be shown simultaneously in order to minimise the complexity in 
presentation.
As mentioned in chapter two, the aim of this project was trying to populate the 
high spin states in using a heavy projectile, "^ ®Ca in our case, to maximise the 
to ta l angular momentum of the compound nucleus. The high spin states, above 
the =  14"' isomer, in were populated successfully. Moreover, about one- 
th ird of the 65 million coincidence events were associated with The non-yrast 
structure around the backbending region at the ground-state-band was not very 
clear from this data  set. Therefore, the ®Be experiment was carried out. From this 
experiment, a t-band structure has been identified in Moreover, structure
above the 3-quasiparticle (3-q.p.) isomer in has been more clearly resolved.
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The experimental results associated with the nucleus, including the decay
schemes, 7 -ray transition energies, intensities and the gyromagnetic factors (g- 
factors), win be shown in the next section, followed by the results for the  
nucleus in section 3.3.
3.2 THE NUCLEUS
3.2.1 General Comments
Previous work for using the ^®°Hf(ck:,4n) [Fa79] reaction had identified the 
yrast band up to spin 18" ,^ a K‘^ = 8 “ band up to spin 14“ and three transitions 
based on the isomer at 3547keV. From the '^®Ca(’-^®Xe,4n) [Pe85] reaction, fourteen 
transitions were identified above the K'^=14“ isomer at 3264keV. However, most 
of these transitions are actually associated with Further levels are known
from the e-decay of ^®°Re [Ma80, Go67]. Although most of these levels were not 
observed in the present work, the first three members of the 2 “ band are in good 
agreement with those references. Furthermore, data from the ^®^Ta(p,2 n) [Ma79] 
reaction showed the 2“ band to spin 11“ ; (5“ ) band to spin (9“ ) and 8 “ band to 
spin 1 2 " .
The level scheme for the figure 3.1(a),(b) and (c), has been constructed
on the basis of total about 65 million coincidence events recorded following the 
^®Ca experiment at 190MeV and about 35 millon coincidence events from the ®Be 
experiment at 55MeV.
A singles 7 -ray spectrum from the ®Be experiment, taken at 97° to the beam  di­
rection, is shown in figure 3.2. Examples of 7 -ray angular distributions are shown
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Figure 3.2: Singles j-ra y  spectrum taken at 9 T  to the beam following ^^^Yh^Be,5n) 
reaction at 55 MeV. Labelled transitions are assigned to the strongest transitions 
in'^^^W.
in figure 3.3, and the deduced angular distribution coefficients, are listed in 
table 3.1. Also given in table 3.1 are transition energies, relative intensities and 
assignments, deduced from both singles and coincidence data. In the present work, 
only E l, M l and E 2  multipolarities are considered for 7 -ray transitions, except 
where nanosecond (or longer) half lives are involved, in which case M2 transitions 
are also considered. M l transitions are taken to be more probable than E2 transi­
tions between intrinsic states where A I= 0  or 1 .
The relative intensities of 7 -ray transitions are divided into three categories: 
the “prom pt” intensities, measured during beam bursts ('--'40ns), and “delayed” 
intensities, measured between beam bursts. Both of these categories are obtained 
from the ®Be data  set. The intensities are normalised to the to tal ( “prom pt” and
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“delayed”) intensity (1000 units) of the 234.0keV 4"^  —> 2 + transition of the yrast 
band. The th ird  category is for intensities measured from the ^®Ca data set, mostly 
for transitions above the K'^=14“ isomer. They are normalised to  the to ta l intensity 
( 1 0 0 0  units) of the 4"^  —> 2 "^  transition of the yrast band from the ^®Ca data set.
Examples of time-difference spectra are shown in figure 2.17, taken from the ®Be 
data  set. Further examples are shown in the following sections. The results of the 
centroid-shift measurement from the ^®Ca data set are listed in table 3.2 and pre­
sented graphically in figure 3.4. The locus of points with a high centroid defines the 
“prom pt” time. This definition becomes unreliable at low energies (less than  about 
200keV) because there is a large time walk. D ata points with lower centroids have 
m ean lives corresponding to the vertical displacement from the “prom pt” dashed 
line (with a calibration of 0.23ns/channel). The statistical uncertainties in the 
centroids are ~  2 channels (~0.5ns). From figure 3.4, although the 189.1keV tran­
sition has significant centroid-shift, this transition is contaminated by a transition 
of similar energy (189.0keV) in Therefore, its mean life is not reliable. For
the 257.1keV, 267.7keV and 299.IkeV transitions, the centroid-shifts are assumed 
to be coming from the 6114.OkeV level, although they do not depopulate this level 
directly. The centroid-shift from the 902.8keV transition indicates tha t the mean- 
life is about 8 ns (or Ti. %6 ns) for the 1006.4keV level, which is in good agreement 
w ith the previous work, T i= 7 n s  [Go67]. For the 125.0keV and 158.OkeV tran ­
sitions, the mean-lives, which are obtained from the centroid-shift measurement, 
are slightly shorter in comparison with the values given by the slope of the time 
difference spectra (see the following sections). This can be understood by the large 
tim e walk a t low energy as mentioned above.
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Table 3.1: Energies,intensities,angular distribution coefficients and assign­
ments of 7 -rays observed from ^^®Yb(®Be,6 n)^®°W (prompt and delayed) and 
^^®Xe('^®Ga,4n)^®°W* reactions.
E-,
(keV)
4
(prom pt)
4
(delayed)
/•) di- 7  A q (/7rif)j -» {I'kK ) ,
67 8 -8 —*6 - 2
76.1 12.6(16)7) 8.9(33)7) 3-2-*2-2
91.3 5.5(10) -0.96(27) (14)(14)-*14-14
103.5 120.9(191) 51.4(17) 286.5(337) -0.15(33) 2-t-0-*04-0
1 2 2 . 8 17.3(20) -1.04(23) 5-2-»4-2
124.9 25.3(37)4 (6-)(5)^(5-)(5)
125.0 84.1(131)“) 15+15-*14-14
139.1 8.4(8) 0.15(21) (15-)(15)-*(15)(15)
141.2 6.1(5)') 134.8(109) 9-j-8—^8-{-8
141.6 10.8(13)“) 20-19-^19-19
147.0 15.9(17) -0.69(21) (7-)(5)^(6-)(5)
150.0 4.9(6) -0.23(24) 10-}-8—>^9-{-8
154.0 1.5(5)7) 6-2->5-2
158.0 33.5(14)“) 29.3(38) 0.26(18) 16-{-16—>15-{-15
159.7 6.7(7) 26.8(45) -0.15(23) (23-)(23)->23-19
162.0 1.6(4)7) 7-2-46-2
165.1 12.7(6) -0.92(10) 114-8-^10-4-8
168.6 3.2(6)“) (16)(14)-^(15)(14)
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E , 4 4 4 ’ t { h K ) i  -* ( iT K ) t
(keV) (prompt) (delayed)
171.3 5.8(12) -1.29(34) (8 -)(5 )^•(7-)(5)
173.2 7.1(9)“) -0.41(8) (15)(14)-^.(14)(14)
174.5 1.6(3)“) 124-8—Î•lH-8
178.7 37.3(16) 7.9(35)7) 0.12(10) 4-2—>2-2
189.1 100.6(108) (244-)(24)-^(23-)(23)
191.4 10.2(29)4 (9 -)(5 )^ .(8-)(5)
194.0 1.0(5)7) 9-2—>8-2
196.3 196.9(26) 92.1(60) -0.92(2) 9-8-i•8-8
202.2 8.6(12) -0.85(22) 134-8-4•124-8
206.0 1.0(5)7) 8 -2^ •7-2
216.0 7.4(12)“) 19.0(25) (15)(15)->154-15
219.2 86.1(26) 56.8(24) -1.04(6) 10-8->9-8
221.0 2.6(9)4 (10-)(6)-.(9-)(5)
222.1 62.1(31) 14-14-^14-8
225.2 69.6(30) 0.15(9) 5-2~>3-2
234.0 566.8(160) 433.2(120) 1000 0.18(6) 44-0—3•24-0
237.7 3.9(8)“) 31.5(23) (23-)(23)-4•(22-)(15)
241.9 68.5(21) 23.9(35) -1.11(6) 11-8—3■ 10-8
245.7 1.0(5)“) 154-8-4• 144-8
249.9 10.4(62)“) 71.7(78) 17-16-3•16-16
257.1 13.5(62)“) 72.0(58) (16-)(15)—3•(15-)(15)
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E , 4 4 4 ' {I-AK)i -*
(keV) (prompt) (delayed)
264 (15)(14)^14-14
267.7 10.0(13)“) 56.9(37) (17-)(15)->(16-)(15)
268.8 10.8(43) 18-16-»17-16
272 17-|-8—>164"8
271.8 17.3(40)'') (7-)(5)—>(5-)(5)
276.0 14.1(16)“) 361.9(191) 21-19-^20-19
276.8 68.4(45) 0.23(1) (18)(18)-^18+16
276.9 64.3(54) 7.9(20)7) 6-2—>4-2
284.3 26.5(66) 57.4(43) -0.26(50) (18-)(15)-.(17-)(15)
285.0 12.8(7)“) 48.1(32) 13-8->12-8
294.8 6.1(11)“) 79.0(78) 19-19-^18-16
298.4 3.2(6)“) 14-14—*134-8
299.1 3.8(6) (23-)(23)-^23-19
303.2 7.6(13)“) 42.8(38) (19-)(15)^(18-)(15)
306.0 10.5(6)“) 27.6(17) 14-8-*13-8
308.0 1.8(7)“) (16)(14)-*154-15
315.4 1.9(6)“) 11-1-8—*94-8
316.7
^143.7(75)“) 0.35(5)
16-16-*(15)(15)
316.7 - (15)(15)-*14-14
318.3 24.5(63)4 (8-)(5)^(6-)(5)
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E ,
(keV)
4
(prom pt)
4
(delayed)
4 ' A.Ao ( l 7 T K ) i  ^  ( M ) y
321.3 10.1(17)“) 38.4(38) (20-)(15)-^(19-)(15)
325.6 10.6(10)“) 262.7(144) 22-19-*21-19
325.6 173.3(36) 0.17(4) 15-8—*14-8
328.9 9.7(14) 94.6(69) -0.28(28) (244-)(24)^(23-)(23)
332.2 21.9(58) -0.61(51) (5-)(5)-*5-2
339.6 3.0(6)“) 12-1-8—*10h-8
340.3 59.2(21) 0.46(8) 17-1-16-716-1-16
340.5 35.6(26)“) 33.0(62) (21-)(15)-*(20-)(15)
350.7 483.3(130) 544.4(141) 994.4(449) 0.19(6) 6-10—*4-10
353 144-8—*14-10
355.3 24.6(19)“) 129.2(56) (15-)(15)-7l5-115
358.8 7.2(12)“) 42.4(79) (22-)(15)-*(21-)(15)
360.7 35.2(21) 39.3(40) 0.38(12) 18+16—>17+16
361.5 17.3(18)“) 145.9(82) 23-19->22-19
362.8 26.9(57)4 (9-)(5)-^(7-)(5)
368.9 54.2(25) 0.20(10) 8-2—>6-2
376.9 31.3(17) 0.18(13) 13+8—>11+8
379.6 11.3(11) 0.30(24) 19+16—>18+16
390.6 660.1(119) 747.2(393) 8-8—>8+0
392.0 72.2(68) 24-19-^*23-19
396.3 9.6(1) 0.51(18) 20+16-^19+16
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E ,
(keV)
4
(prompt)
4
(delayed)
4 ) AAq (/TTif); -7 (7,rir)y
400.2 76.3(29) 0.23(9) 9-2^7-2
409.9 6.7(9) 0.40(29) 21+16-720+16
411.8 24.3(53)^) (10-)(5)-*(8-)(5)
413.0 4.7(7)*=) 14+8-712+8
415.9 80.5(15) 82.7(48) 0.25(4) 10-8-78-8
418.5 6.1(10) 47.3(49) 0.46(34) 25-19-724-19
430.0 112.5(94) (25+)(24)^(24+)(24)
432.9 12.3(31) 22+16-721+16
433.0 14.9(32)“) (16)(14)-7l4-14
433 23+16—>22+16
435 17-16->16-8
443.0 3.2(8) 51.0(42) (26+)(24)->(25+)(24)
443.6 51.9(49) 26-19->25-19
449.2 36.9(50)^) (ll-)(5 )-^(9-)(5)
450.0 436.8(120) 553.8(175) 1011.2(506) 0.19(6) 8+ 0—>6+0
450.0 24.3(25)“) 236.2(181) 17-16->(16)(14)
453.2 75.5(149) 0.42(38) 10-2->8-2
455.2 18.9(47)/) (5-)(5)—>4-2
455.4 15.7(17)“) 15+8—>13+8
456.3 28.1(44) (27+)(24)->(26+)(24)
461.4 86.2(45) 69.2(84) 0.07(11) 11-8—>9-8
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A 4 {IirK)i -*
(keV) (prompt) (delayed)
462 27-19-) 26-19
476.6 53.7(11) 0.22(4) ll-2-*9-2
505.9 86.2(21) 141.6(81) 0.21(5) 12-8^ 10-8
506.0 16.2(52)'') (12-)(5)—)(10-)(6)
519.0 3.0(6)“) 16+8—)•14+8
518.9 7.5(16) 51.4(82) 18-16—>16-16
521.3 88.7(78) (23-)(23>->22-19
524.9 4.0(6)») 7.4(14) (17-)(15)^ (15-)(15)
525.5 276.4(128) 286.5(225) 0.22(11) 10+ 0->8+0
525.5 16.6(55)'') (13-)(5)-* (ll-)(6 )
528.1 99.8(37) 14-14^13-8
528.3 17.7(13)“) 12+8-* 12+0
529.3 28.0(30) 0.10(24) 12-2—>10-2
542 17-16->(15)(15)
545.4 12.2(20) -0.20(58) 17+8—>16+8
546.5 27.8(1) 0.68(23) 13-2->ll-2
548.7 1.0(5) 9+8—>9-8
549.1 81.8(17) 85.6(52) 0.21(6) 13-8—>11-8
552.5 3.4(10)») 13.5(25) (18-)(15)-> (16-)(15)
563.6 31.9(28)“) 478.1(250) 19-19—>17-16
565.9 7.0(23)“) 45.8(65) 17-16->(15)(15)
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E , 4 4 A•^ 0 {lT K )i -7 {IirK )!
(keV) (prompt) (delayed)
571.4 185.6(51) 225.5(106) 0.23(6) 12+0-7 10+0
587.3 2.3(9)») 18.9(38) (19-)(15)-7
587.4 117.4(59) 176.0(139) 0.36(3) 14+0-7•12+0
589.7 64.6(32) 124.2(108) 0.37(11) 16+0—)•14+0
591.2 51.1(24) 138.1(87) 0.11(10) 14-8-4 12-8
597.0 11.1(67)») (15-)(5)-7•(13-)(5)
597.9 18.6(30)7) 14-2—)12-2
601.4 2.2(4)') 63.2(86) 22-19—)•20-19
603 8+ 8—>8-8
604.8 34.2(18) 71.3(63) -0.17(11) 18+0-4•16+0
609.2 10.7(12) 0.33(22) 15-2-> 13-2
613 (20-)16->18-16
624.3 3.0(13)») 24.2(42) (20-)(15)-4 (18-)(16)
631.7 45.0(28) 0.20(13) 15-8-> 13-8
636.2 28.5(65) 19-16->17-8
639.4 3.7(7)“) 19+8-4 17+8
643.5 1.5(6)“) 11+8—>10-8
643.9 3.1(6)“) 18+8—>•16+8
655.0 7.4(47)7) 16-2-> 14-2
655.5 17.2(47) 41.1(40) 0.26(7) 20+0-> 18+0
661.2 12.3(20) (23-)(23)->22-19
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(keV)
4
(prompt)
4
(delayed)
4 '
661.4 2.8(9)») 10.0(20) (21-)(15)-+(19-)(15)
663.7 4.1(26) 17-2^15-2
670.5 30.3(16) 0.21(11) 16-8—>14-8
687.0 6.4(9) 51.0(84) 0.46(32) 23-19-^21-19
695.0 5.9(22)7) 18-2->16-2
698.2 2.4(3)“) 10+8—>9-8
699.1 5.2(8)») 28.1(27) (22-)(15)->(20-)(15)
700.9 6.7(17)4 18+16-416+16
703.6 3.1(4)“) 15.1(52) 18-16-416-8
706.6 5.7(5)“) 17-8-415-8
707.0 3.1(8)7) 19-2-417-2
718 (21-)2->19-2
728.9 5.4(2)“) 38.4(35) 22+0-420+0
733.2 1.9(4)“) 21+8-419+8
740.5 8.2(8)4 19+16-417+16
742.9 1.1(3)“) 18-8—>16-8
745 3-2-44+0
753.5 15.6(47) 24-19->22-19
755.9 1.5(5)“) 20+8—>18+8
759.7 10.5(6) 0.09(12) 10+8—>10+0
771.0 3.2(8) -0.21(54) (19)-8-^17-8
63
E ,
(keV)
4
(prompt)
4
(delayed)
4 ) Ao { Iv K )i  - ,  {I'kK ) !
776.0 7.5(16) 0.46(46) 20+16—418+16
779.7 1.8(2)=) 53.6(78) 17-16-415-8
805.6 5.8(16)^) 21+16-419+16
809.5 5.5(5) 44.1(83) 0.003(20) 24+0—>22+0
811.1 16.9(47) 25-19-423-19
813.4 94.4(49) 14-14-412-8
823 (23+)8—>21+8
835 22+16-420+16
846.8 25.5(45) (23-)(23)->21-19
858 (23+)16-^21+16
862,3 1.0(5)*) 16.1(45) 26-19-424-19
872.8 2.9(6)“) 16+8-414+0
873.1 18.6(35) (26+)(24)-4(24+)(24)
889.5 1.8(2)“) 26+0—>24+0
900.4 18.7(46) (27+)(24)-*(25+)(24)
902.8 88.6(69)^) 7.9(35)/) 2-2—>2+0
927 18+8—>16+0
940.9 11.7(6) 0.34(11) 14+8-412+0
966 (28+)0—>26+0
986.4 2.9(11) (23-)(23)->21-19
994.1 5.4(9) 0.01(40) 8+8—>8+0
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E y  l y  l y  ^
(keV) (prompt) (delayed)
1099.6 7.1(18) 0.66(49) 12+8->10+0
1285.2 7.4(13) -0.17(34) 10+8-48+0
“^Intensities measured from the sum of “delayed” coincidence spectra, gating 
on the transitions of the K*^=8 ~ band.
Intensities measured from the 332,2keV gated coincidence spectrum. 
“^Intensities measured from the summed coincidence spectrum, gating on 
the 450,0keV and 350.7keV yrast band transitions.
*^)lntensities measured from the 362.7keV gated coincidence spectrum.
=)Intensities measured from the 196.3keV gated coincidence spectrum. 
/^Intensities measured from the 902.8keV gated coincidence spectrum. 
^^Intensities measured from the 125.0keV gated coincidence spectrum. 
^^Intensities measured from the 158.OkeV gated coincidence spectrum. 
‘^Intensities measured from the 141.3keV gated coincidence spectrum, 
/^Intensities measured from the prompt 7 -7 -out-of-beam coincidence spectrum, 
gating on the 103.5keV yrast band transition.
*)Intensities obtained from the ^®Ca data set.
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Table 3.2: and intrinsic levels mean lives from centroid-shift analysis
a)
E , E iqvbI Centroid T
(keV) (keV) (channel) (ns)
125.0 3388.4 461 %5
158.0 3546.4 459 %6
159.7 5974.2 489 <1
189.1 6303.1 483 «2
237.7 6114.0 488 py2
257.1 6114.0 486 «2
267.7 6114.0 487 « 2
299.1 6114.0 489 %2
328.9 6303.1 496 <1
902.8 1006.4 476 %8
b)
E , T^ level Centroid r
(keV) (keV) (channel) (ns)
865.5 8040.4 507 <1
899.6 8040.4 502 <1
928.7 8040.4 507 <1
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Figure 3.4: Timz centroids (0.23ns/channel) with respect to the beam hunches, 
shown as function o f the 'y-ray transition energy. The dashed line represents the 
assumed “prompt” time. The transitions o f W  are indicated with open symbols, 
and the filled symbols represent the W  transitions.
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An angular-correlation analysis was applied to the data  set. Figure 3.5 
shows the spectra taken from the 35° detectors and 90° detectors, with prompt 
gating on the 525.5keV 10"^  —^ 8 "^  yrast band transition in the 90° detectors. The 
intensity ratios, R j  =  of some of the E2 stretched quadrupole transitions of 
the yrast band and some other transitions are listed in table 3.3. The intensities 
are measured from coincidence spectra gating on stretched E2 transitions. An E2 
line is defined by the intensity ratios of the yrast band transitions. The intensity 
ratios, iEj, are then normalised with respect to the E2  line (i.e. Rnorm—  ^ for the 
E2 stretched quadrupole transitions). Stretched dipole transitions typically have 
ratios of about 0.6 [Pa93] enabling a clear distinction to be drawn between these 
two multipolarities. The comparison of the 7 -ray transition intensity ratios with 
the E2 line is shown in figure 3.6.
3.2.2 The Yrast Band
The yrast band has been extended to spin 28"^  in the present study. Because of 
not enough statistics from the higher-spin transitions (above /'^=18'^), the angular- 
correlation measurement cannot be applied. However, from the smooth changing 
of transition energy (see figure 3.7), these transitions are clearly the members of 
the ground-state-band, and assigned to be stretched quadrupole transitions. Fig­
ure 3.7 shows the summed-coincidence spectrum, gating on the 525.5keV 10'*’ 8 *^ ,
571.4keV 1 2 ’** —» 10’*', 604.7keV 18"^  —^ 16“^ and 655.5keV 20*^  18*** transitions
of the yrast band (this spectrum is taken from the ^®Ca data set). From this figure, 
the transitions between spin 18*^  and 24+ are observed doppler broadened, as the 
recoiling nuclei decay during the time th a t they slow down and stop in the
68
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Figure 3.5: 525.5keV (in 90° detectors) gated coincidence spectra taken from  (a) 
3S^ detectors and (b) 9CP detectors. Labelled transitions are assigned to the E2 
transitions o f the yrast band in W.
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Table 3.3: Angular-correlation intensity ratios, for
Energy
(keV)
R i R±-m
103.5‘) 1.41(13) 0.97(10)
125.0 1.60(21) 0.91(12)
141.6 0.71(4) 0.34(2)
189.1 1.13(17) 0.41(6)
234.0'') 3.21(10) 0.98(4)
237.7 2.83(35) 0.86(5)
257.1 2.64(42) 0.72(12)
350.9'') 3.64(12) 1.01(4)
355.3 1.63(15) 0.45(5)
450.0‘) 3.46(11) 0.95(6)
563.6 3.53(38) 0.95(11)
571.2'’) 3.81(16) 1.03(5)
604.8'') 3.79(39) 0.97(11)
779.7 2.90(40) 0.82(21)
“^Intensities ratios after normalisation, 
transitions of the yrast band.
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Figure 3.6: Deviations o f the normalised angular-correlation ratios from  the E2  
linCf R n orm  —  1 •
lead target backing. The sharp components of the peaks indicate that some of the 
nuclei have already stopped before they decay (e.g. from a possible high-K isomer 
feeding to the yrast band). A 92keV transition, not shown in the decay scheme, is 
tentatively proposed decaying from the 6303.IkeV level, K^=(24'^), to the spin 24'*' 
state  of the yrast band. Because of the large electron conversion coefficient and 
low 7 -ray detection efficiency of the detectors, the 92keV transition has not been 
observed. From the summed-coincidence spectrum (figure 3.7), a weak 430keV 
transition is observed, which is identified as the lowest and strongest transition 
based on the 6303.IkeV level. This may explain the origin of the delayed compo­
nent of the yrast transitions. However, electromagnetic transitions of multipolarity 
A are retarded if AK> A [Lo68]. In the case of the if the 92keV transition
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Figure 3.7: Summed-coincidence spectrum gating on the yrast hand transi­
tions (525.5keV, 5714keV, 6 0 l7 k e V  and 655.5keV) o f following the
Xe(^^ Ca,4f^) reaction.
tion exists, f^  is calculated less than  2, where /„  is called hindrance per degree of 
K~forbiddenness (see chapter four for detailed discussion).
3.2.3 The K’^ =8- Band
Figure 3.8 shows a coincidence spectrum, gating on the 196.3keV 9~ — 8“ tran ­
sition of the K ^=8" band, indicating the transitions above the K’^ =8” isomer,
Ti =5.2ms. The half-life of this isomer has not been measured in this work, but is 2 '
given by Burde [Bu66]. As shown in the figure 3.1(c), the K’^ =8~ band is observed 
crossing with the K’^ =16" band at J  «  18. The mixing m atrix element is given in 
the next subsection.
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Figure 3.8: Coincidence spectrum, gating on the 196.3keV transition, following the 
Yb(^Be,5n) reaction. Labelled transitions are assigned above the K^=8~ isomer. 
Asterisks indicate contaminants.
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Table 3.4: Experimental q k  — 9 r  values of the K^=8 band
j«) Elb)
(keV)
■^A/=2
(keV)
9  k  —  9 r
10 219.2 415.9 -0.09(2)
11 241.9 461.4 -0.07(4)
12 264.0 505.9 -0.13(4)
13 285.0 549.1 -0.21(4)
14 306.0 591.2 -0.12(2)
15^ )^ 325.6 631.7 -0.78(4)
Average value of — 5rj^=-0.14(4)
“^Initial spin of the transitions.
^^ 7 -ray energies of the A J =  1 transitions.
‘^ 7^ -ray energies of the A J =  2 transitions.
‘^ ^325.6keV transition is contaminated by the another 325.6keV transition 
at the K'^=:19” band.The \qk — ffni value from this level is ignored.
The angular distributions of the in-band /  —> / — 1 transitions, where measured, 
show ^  py —1. Table 3.4 lists the experimental 9 k ~ ~ 9 r  values of the K ^=8" band, 
from 7^ =  10~ to 7^ =  15“ levels. Because of the negative ^  coefficient, the 
flfjFC-factor is obtained to be 0.12±0.04, with ^^=0.26 (see chapter four).
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3.2.4 The K’"=16 Band Based on the 3896.8keV Level
A sequence of two cascade (presumably mixed dipole/ quadrupole) transitions is 
observed to feed this level, with an associated cross-over transition (presumably 
stretched quadrupole), 518.9keV. As mentioned in the previous subsection, this 
band crosses with the K ^=8“ band. Two inter-band E2 transitions, 703.6keV and 
779.7keV, are observed feeding the spin 16“ and 15“ levels of the K ^=8“ band, 
as illustrated in the partial decay scheme (figure 3.1(c)). The experimental in- 
band/out-of-band ratios of the reduced transition probabilities, B(E2), provide an 
estim ate of the mixing m atrix element. Assuming K=8 for the band based on 
the 7^ =  8~ 1528.8keV level, K=16 for the band based on the 3896.8keV level, 
and equal intrinsic quadrupole moments (i.e. equal deformations) the experimen­
tal B(E2) ratio for the 7^ =  18“ 16” transitions at the band crossing yields
|V |=2.3(3)keV, which is less than the maximum value obtained from the exper­
imental energy difference of the 7=18 levels (19.8keV). The discussion of band- 
mixing and the calculations of the mixing m atrix element will be shown in chapter 
four.
On the basis of the angular-correlation measurement from the ^®Ca data, the 
normalised intensity ratio for the 779.7keV transition is measured to be approx­
imately 0.8. Thus, it is assigned as an E2 transition (see figure 3.6), hence the 
4146.5keV level is determined to be spin 18, and 7=16 for the 3896.8keV level. 
Since the K ^=8“ band is mixed with this sequence, both must be assigned neg­
ative parity. The K^=16“ band also depopulates via the route going through the 
K ^=14“ isomer. Approximately 60% of the intensity depopulates by this route.
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There is no physical solution for the ^-factors of the K^=16“ band, unless the 
effective K-value is less than 16. This will be discussed in chapter four.
3.2.5 The K’^ =19" Band
A sequence of seven cascade with some cross-over transitionsis observed based on the 
4709.9keV level, which has a half-life <2ns. Figure 3.9 shows the time difference 
spectrum  between the 294.8keV and 276.0keV transitions. The 141.6keV gated 
coincidence spectrum (figure 3.10) indicates the members of this cascade. The 
decay of this level proceeds through three transitions, 563.6keV and 294.8keV to 
the 17“ and 18“ levels of the K^=16“ band, and the 636,2keV transition to the 17“ 
level of the K ^=8" sequence. According to the angular-correlation measurements 
from the ^®Ca data  set, figure 3.6, the 563.6keV transition is observed to be an E2 
transition with the normalized intensity ratio approximately 1.0, which gives the 
7^=19“ assignment for the 4709.9keV state.
Table 3.5 lists the experimental \qk — gn\ values of the K^=19“ band from spin 
7^ =  22“ to 7^ =  26“ . The average value of \çk — is approximately 0.27. Since 
the ^  coefficients of this band cannot be obtained, the sign of — g^\ is not 
determined.
3.2.6 The K ^=(15-) Band
Figure 3.11 shows the coincidence spectrum, gating on the 267.7keV transition 
of the K ^=(15“ ) band. A sequence of seven cascade with associated cross-over 
transitions is observed. The time difference spectrum between the 355.3keV and 
257.IkeV transitions is shown in figure 3.12. The centroid of the peak is at channel
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Table 3.5: Experimental \q k  — 9 r \ values of the K^=19 band
ja)
(keV) (keV)
\9k  — 9r \
22 325.5 601.4 0.17(2)
23 361.5 687.0 0.19(2)
24 392.0 753.5 0.33(6)
25 418.5 811.1 0.30(5)
26 443.6 862.3 0.37(6)
Average value of \qk — 5^jî|=0.27(6) 
“^Initial spin of the transitions.
^^ 7 -ray energies of the AJ =  1 transitions. 
1^ 7 -ray energies of the AJ =  2 transitions.
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Figure 3.9: Time difference spectrum for the 4'^09.9keV level, gating on the
294-8keV and the 276.0keV transitions, taken from data set.
2046. This indicates th a t the half-life of the 3743.6keV level is < ln s. The spin 
(16) assignment of this level is based on the spin and parity of the 6114.0keV level, 
7^=(23“ ) (see section 3.2.9). According to the angular-correlation measurement, 
the 237.7keV transition is not an E2 transition (i.e. either an M l or E l transition, 
see section 3.2.1). Therefore, the highest member of the band has a spin assignment 
7=22. By counting down from the top, the band head has been assigned to be spin 
(15). In addition, the band terminates at the 5876.3keV level, and there is no 
sign of any higher-spin extension of this band. This indicates tha t it is not an 
energetically favoured sequence, i.e. not an yrast sequence. On the basis of this 
argument, the highest member of the band has a most probable spin assignment 
7=22. If the 5876.3keV state had 7=23, it would be only 62keV higher than  the spin
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Figure 3.10: This spectrum shows the transitions in prompt coincidence with the 
141‘6keV transition o f the =19~ hand in taken from ^^Ca data set. A s­
terisks indicate the transitions in the K^=8~ band.
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Figure 3.11: Prompt coincidence spectrum gated on the 267.7keV transition follow^ 
ing the Xe(^^Ca,4n) reaction. Labelled transitions are assigned to the hand based 
on the 3 7 4 3 .6keV level. (*) indicates contaminant from  the K^=19~ band, and (# )  
indicates contaminant from the K^=8~ band.
23~ level of the K’^ =19~ band, and a similar continuation of the band should be 
observed. No such evidence is observed in the present work. However, the tentative 
negative parity assignment for this band is based on comparing the possible Nilsson 
configurations (see chapter four).
This band-head proceeds through two transitions, the 139.IkeV transition to 
the 3604.4keV level and 355.3keV transition to the 3388keV level. The multi­
polarity of the 139.IkeV transition cannot be determined. This is because the
intensity of this transition is too weak. From the angular-correlation measure-
as
ment, the 355.3keV transition is determinedy^ot an E2 transition (.Rnorm=0.78(8),
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Figure 3.12: Time difference spectrum for the =(15 )  hand head, gating between 
the 355.3keV and 257.IkeV  transitions.
see figure 3.6). However, the conclusion on the multipolarity is not clear. Since 
the 355.3keV transition is highly contaminated by the 354.9keV transition in 
[Wa93], the angular-distribution result for the 355.3keV transition is not reliable.
Table 3.6 lists the experimental \gx — values for the K^=(15"') band, from 
spin (17") to  (22"). The average value of \gK — 9B.\ is approximately 0.24. The sign 
of \gjc — p r I cannot be determined because of the absence of angular-distribution 
information.
3.2.7 The K’^ =(24+) Band
A sequence of three cascade with two cross-over transitions is observed feeding 
the 6303.IkeV level. The half-life of this level is estimated to be less than  Ins.
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Table 3.6: Experimental \qk — values of the K^=(15 ) band
ja) ■pb)
(keV) (keV)
\9k  — gal
17 267.7 624.9 0.25(3)
18 284.3 552.5 0.24(3)
19 303.2 587.3 0.21(3)
20 371.3 624.3 0.21(3)
21 340.5 661.4 0.37(6)
22 358.8 699.1 0.27(3)
Average value of \giç — grj:^|=0.24(2) 
“^Initial spin of the transitions.
^^ 7 -ray energies of the A /  =  1 transitions. 
‘^1 7 -ray energies of the AJ =  2 transitions.
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Figure 3.13 shows a coincidence spectrum gating at the 430.0keV transition. This 
spectrum  indicates the members of the cascade. The 6303.IkeV level decays to 
two intrinsic levels (J= (23“ )), 6114.0keV and 5974.2keV, via the 189.1keV and 
328.9keV transitions, respectively (the spin and parity assignments of these levels 
will be discussed in section 3.2.9). From the centroid-shift measurement of the 
328.9keV transition (see figure 3.4), the half-life of the 6303.IkeV level is estimated 
less than  Ins. Since the 189.IkeV transition is contaminated by a transition of 
similar energy (189.0keV) in the observed centroid shift ( r  «2ns) is not
consistent with th a t obtained from the 328.9keV transition. Time differences could 
not be obtained from the ®Be data set because the population of the levels are too 
weak.
Comparison of the intensities balance at the 6114keV level yields the total 
intensities (with internal conversion taken into account) flowing out from this level, 
Tout =  60.4(60), compared with the 7 -ray intensity of the 189.IkeV transition, 
Zy =  55.1(52). The total internal conversion coefficient of the 189.IkeV transition 
is calculated,
ar(189.1fceK) =  ^  -  1 =  0.10(11) (3.1)
From [Ro78], the theoretical values of the aT{lS9 .lkeV ) are: 0.74(M1), 0.07(E1) 
and 0.33(E2). This establishes E l character for the 189.1keV transition, and implies 
a tentative Z^=(24'^) assignment for the 6303.IkeV level.
Table 3.7 listed the experimental \gR — g^l values of the spin (26"^) and (27"^) 
level. The average value is approximately 0.09.
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Table 3.7: Experimental \qk — Qr \ values of the K^=(24''") band
7“)
(keV)
•®A/ = 2  \s k  — 5bI 
(keV)
(26)
(27)
443.0
456.3
873.1
900.4
0.08(4)
0 .10(6)
Average value of \gK — ^^1=0.09(4) 
°)Initial spin of the transitions.
^^ 7 -ray energies of the AJ =  1 transitions, 
" l^ -^ray energies of the AJ =  2 transitions.
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Figure 3-13: Coincidence spectrum for W  following the ^^^Xe(^^Ca,4n) reaction, 
gating at the 4^0.0keV transition.
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3.2.8 The K’^ =16+ Band
The rotational band built on the K‘^ =16*^ isomer was observed up to spin 19*^  from 
Faber’s work [Pa79]. In the present work, this band has been extended to spin 
23^ with some cross-over transitions. The prompt coincidence spectrum, gating on 
the 158.0keV transition, is shown in figure 3.14 indicating the transitions of this 
band. Figure 3.15 shows the tim e difference spectrum between the 158.0keV and 
340.3keV transitions. The half-life is 25.l(5)ns which is in reasonable agreement 
with [Fa79] (20ns). The intensity flow through the 3546.4keV and 3388.4keV levels 
establishes th a t the 125.0keV and 158.0keV transitions have E l and M l character, 
respectively; hence the 3546.4keV level is assigned 7^=16"^ (as suggested by [Fa79]).
The in-band 7 —^ 7 — 1 transitions are measured to have positive ^  values 
(%0.4). The experimental gK~~9R values from spin 18"^  to 21"^  are given in table 3.8. 
The average value is approximately H-0.19, where the sign is determined by the 
positive ^  coefficient. Therefore, the g ^  is calculated to be approximately 0.45, 
with ^R=0.26 (see chapter four).
3.2.9 Other Levels Above the K ’^ =14“ Isomer
The K^=14" isomer was discovered by [Fa79]. The half-life of this level has not been 
measured in the present work, but is given by [Fa79], T i=2.3/is. The 125.0keV, 
316.7keV and 433.0keV transitions are the main transitions feeding in to this level 
(see figure 3.1(c)), together with two other transitions, 91.3keV and 264keV, whidi 
decay from intrinsic levels at 3354.2keV and 3527.4keV, respectively. As shown in 
figure 3.16, the 168.6keV and 173.2keV transitions, which populate these levels.
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Figure 3.14: Coincidence spectrum gating on the 158.0keV transition following the 
^'^^Yh^Be,5n) reaction. Since a 159.7keV transition exists in the W} some o f 
the transitions in the spectrum are contaminants which are labelled with asterisks. 
The insert shows the expanded SOOke V to ^OOke V region o f the spectrum.
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Figure 3.15: Time spectrum o f the isomer with gates at the 158keV and
the 340.3keV transitions.
are observed in coincidence with the 563.6keV transition.
A 316.7keV doublet is also discovered in the present study. From the 316.7keV 
gated coincidence spectrum (see figure 3.17), the 316.7keV transition is clearly in 
self-coincidence. Based on this doublet, the 3580.IkeV level is proposed in the level 
scheme.
Figure 3.18 shows the time difference spectrum between the 125.0keV and 
158.0keV transitions. The half-life of the 3388.4keV level is about 15ns, which 
agrees reasonable well with [Fa79], T i  %:9ns. Four 7 -ray transitions from the near 
by intrinsic levels are observed feeding this level: the 158.0keV transition from 
the K^=16'^ isomer; the 355.3keV transition from the 3742.6keV level; a proposed 
/  I  dipole transition (216.0keV) from the 3604.4keV level; and a J  —» /  — 1
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Figure 3.16: Coincidence spectrum gating on the 563.6keV transition following the 
Xe(^^Ca,^n) reaction. The insert illustrates the expanded ISOkeV to 230keV  
region o f the spectrum.
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Table 3.8: Experimental — gn values of the K’^ —16'  ^ band
9 K - 9 R
(keV) (keV)
18 360.7 700.9 0.22(3)
19 379.6 740.5 0.14(2)
20 396.3 776.0 0.18(2)
21 409.9 806.6 0.21(5)
Average value of g^  — p^=0.19(4)
°)Initial spin of the transitions.
^V-ray energies of the A J =  1 transitions.
‘^ 7^ -ray energies of the A J =  2  transitions.
dipole transition (308.0keV) from the 3696.5keV level.
A 276.8keV transition is observed feeding the K^=16'^ band at spin 18"^  level 
(see figure 3.14). Although both of the ^®Ca and ®Be data confirmed the presence 
of this transition, because of the insufficient statistics, the J=(19) assignment of 
the 4524.2keV level remains tentative.
Consider now the state  at 5974.2keV. There are three 7 -ray transitions, 159.7keV, 
521.3keV and 846.8keV, depopulating this level to the spin 23", 22“ and 21“ states 
of the K^=19“ band, respectively. The 5974.2keV level could have spin and parity 
assignments of either 22"^  “ of 23*^“ . If the state were 22’*' or 2 2 “ one would expect 
the 846.8keV transition to be the most intense transition due to the transition 
rate dependence for A J =  1 transitions. Experiment ally, the 521.3keV transition
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Figure 3.17: Coincidence spectrum gating on the 316.7keV transition. Asterisks 
indicate contaminants from  the band.
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Figure 3.18: Time spectrum o f the 3388.4keV  level with gates at the 125.0keV and 
158.0keV transitions.
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is approximately four times as strong as each of the 159.7keV and 846.8keV tran ­
sitions, suggesting th a t the 159.7keV and 521.3keV 7 -rays are dipole transitions, 
and the 846.8keV 7 -ray is a quadrupole transition. In addition, if the 846.8keV 
transition were an M2  decay one would expect the 159.7keV transition to be con­
siderably stronger than the 846.8keV transition. In the present work, both of the 
transitions are measured with similar intensities (%i26 units) implying th a t the 
846.8keV transition is an E2 decay. On the basis of these arguments, a tentative
7^=(23") assignment for the 5974.2keV level is given. As shown in the figure 3.4
to !)G(159.7keV transition), the mean life of this level is estimatedyyless than  Ins (or 
T i < ln s).
Similar arguments are applied to the 6114.0keV state. Experimentally, the 
661.2keV transition is about four times as intense as the 299.IkeV and 986.4keV 
7 -rays. On the basis of the transition rate arguments, the 299.IkeV and661.2keV 
7 -rays are assigned as M l transitions, and the 986.4keV transition is assigned 
to be an E 2  decay. Hence, the same spin and parity assignment (7^=(23")) as 
the 5974.2keV level is proposed. The mean life of this level is estimated from 
the centroid-shift measurement of the 237.7keV, 267.IkeV, 267.7keV and 299.IkeV 
transitions (see figure 3.4), yielding r  %2 ns or Ti. %1.5ns. Since A K > A for 
the 237.7keV transition, it is considered as a K-forbidden transition (as discussed 
by [L0 6 8 ]). The hindrance per degree of K-forbiddenness, fj^, is calculated to be 
approximately 3 (see chapter four for detailed discussion).
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Figure 3.19: Prompt 'y-'y-out-of~bearn coincidence spectrum gating on the 298.4heV  
transition. The insert illustrates the high energy transitions from  the =8^ band. 
These transitions are observed in the ^Be data set. The contaminants from  ^^^Hf 
and are labelled with (# )  and (*), respectively.
3.2.10 The K ’^ =8+ Band (t-Band)
Following the ^^®Yb(®Be,5n) reaction at 55MeV, a new band has been observed 
close to the yrast band (see figure 3.1(b)). Figure 3.19 shows the prompt 7 -7 -out- 
of-beam coincidence spectrum gating on the 298.4keV transition. This spectrum  
indicates the low-lying 7 -ray and the cross-over transitions of the new band.
Angular-distribution measurements establish a positive ^  coefficient (0.66(49)) 
for the 1099.6keV transition, which decays from the 2763.IkeV state to the spin 
1 0 *^ state  of the ground-state band, suggesting that it is a stretched quadrupole 
or a A /= 0  dipole transition. If it were a A J=0 dipole transition, there would be
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expected to be an E2 transition decaying from the 2763.IkeV level to the  spin 8 "^  
s ta te  of the ground-state band with intensity about 280 times as strong as the 
528.3keV transition due to the E® transition rate dependence. No such transition 
is observed in the present study. In addition, the 1099.6keV transition competes 
w ith the in-band collective E2 transitions implying that it is an E2 rather than an 
M2 transition. Thus, the 2763.IkeV level is assigned 7^=12'^, hence the 2132.3keV 
band is assigned positive parity with an band head. The high-K assign­
m ent is supported by the observation of a 298.4keV E l transition feeding from the 
K ^ = 1 4 ' isomer, with a partial 7 -ray half-life of 0.2ms, suggesting high-K com­
ponents in this band. Moreover, there are E l transitions decaying to the K *= 8 "  
band. If they were K-forbidden, these E l transitions would be expected to be cor­
respondingly retarded (as is the 298.4keV transition from the K^=14" isomer, for 
example). In the absence of measurable lifetimes, A K < 1 is implied, hence Kw7-9 
for the 2132.3keV band. Since the lowest identified band member has 7^=8"^, a 
K ^= 8 + assignment appears to be reasonabie,
The strong out-of-band transitions to the ground-state-band suggest mixing 
between the bands. Assuming equal intrinsic quadv^upole moments (i.e. equal 
deformations, Qo=7.4b [Ra89]), the experimental in-band/out-of-band ratio of the 
B(E 2 ) reduced transition probabilities for the 7^ =  16"^  ^  14‘‘‘ transitions mixing 
m atrix element (V'l =  120(13), which is close to the maximum value, 141.5keV 
(see chapter four). Table 3.9 lists the experimental \gK — values of the K^z=8 + 
band from the spin 11*^  to 13"^  levels. The ^  angular distribution coefficients for 
the in-band A7 =  1 transitions are observed to be negative, implying the average 
value of [qk —9r ) is less than  zero. Hence, the qk is approximately 0.05, assuming
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Table 3.9: Experimental \qk — gfjzl values of the K'^=:8 '^  band
/ “) g & i  \g K -9 R \
(keV) (keV)
11 165.1 315.4 0.41(8)
12 174.5 339.6 0.15(3)
13 202.4 376.9 0.09(2)
Average value of \qk — ^^1=0.21(12)
°)Initial spin of the transitions.
^^ 7 -ray energies of the A /  =  1 transitions.
‘^ 7^ -ray energies of the AJ =  2  transitions,
^/i=0.26.
3.2.11 The K . ^ - 2 -  Band
The K‘^ =2“ level of the octupole band has been seen in the radioactive decay of 
^®°Re [Ma80]. The band has been determined to spin 14” [Fa79]. In the present 
work, the band is extended to spin 2 0 ” , following the ^^®Yb(®Be,5 n) reaction (see 
figure 3.1(a)). The prompt coincidence spectrum, gating on the 902.8keV tran ­
sition, illustrates the members of the band (see figure 3.20). The half-life of the 
band-head is obtained to be about 6 ns (or r  « 8 ns, see table 3.4) which agrees with 
the previous work, 7ns [Go67].
Since the intensities of the in-band A J  =  1 transitions are weak com pared with 
the  in-band A /  =  2 transitions, the experimental \gK — gfi\ value can only be ob-
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Figure 3.20: Coincidence spectrum for following the ^^^Yb(^Be,5n) reaction^ 
with a gate at 902.8keVf showing the members o f the K^=2~ hand.
tained from the spin 5” level, |^ i<- ~5'h|=0.27(2). From the 902.8keV gated prompt 
7 -7 -out-of-beam spectrum (see figure 3.21), the 276.9keV 6 “ —> 4~ transition is 
observed with large “delayed” intensity in comparison with the other in-band tran ­
sitions. This suggests that there is an unobserved 67keV transition which decays 
from the 1528.8keV level (K’^ =8 “ isomer) to the spin 6 “ state of the K‘^ = 2 “ band. 
Approximately 1% of the intensity decaying from the isomer goes through this 
path.
3 .2.12 The K ’^ =(5“) Band
The K ^=(5") band is seen up to spin (9“ ) from the previous work [Fa79]. In 
the  present study, this band has been determined to spin (15") following the
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Figure 3.21: Pronvpt 'y-'y-out-of-heam spectrum, gating on the 902.8keV transition, 
indicating a strong delayed component o f the 276.9keV transition.
^^®Yb(®Be,5n) reaction (see figure 3.22). From the previous works [Go67, Ma80, 
Pe8 6 ], there are some weak branches observed decaying from the K ^=2" band to 
the yrast band. This may account for the presenceof the 234.0keV transition in the 
figure 3.22.
Figure 3.23 shows the time difference spectrum between the 332.2keV and 
411.8keV transitions. The half-life of the band head is measured to be 24.7(38)ns, 
which agrees with [Fa79], T i  wl9ns. The experimental \g^ — 9r \ values from spin 
(7“ ) to (10” ) are listed in table 3.10. The average of \gK-~9B.\ is approximately 0.13. 
Due to the »25ns half-life of the band head, the inter-band transitions are isotropic. 
Thus, the angular-distribution measurement cannot determine the multipolarities 
of the  332.2keV and 455.2keV transitions, which decay from the 1640.3keV level to
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Figure 3.22: Prompt coincidence spectrum gating on the S32.2keV transition. The 
presence o f the 390.6keV transition, labelled by an asterisk, is due to the difficulty 
in background subtraction. ( ^ )  unplaced transition.
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Table 3.10: Experimental \qk — values of the K^=(5 ) band
\9k - 9 r \
(keV) (keV)
(7) 147.0 271.8 0.15(3)
(8 ) 171.3 318.3 0.08(5)
(9) 191.4 362.8 0.20(5)
(10) 221.0 411.8 0.09(8)
Average value of \gK — =0.13(3)
“in it ia l spin of the transitions.
^^ 7 -ray energies of the A I  =  1 transitions.
7 -ray energies of the A I  =  2 transitions.
the Spin 5~ and 4”’ states of the K‘^ =2“ band, respectively. Therefore a tentative 
K ^=(5") assignment is given (as suggested previous by [Fa79]).
3.3 THE NUCLEUS
3.3.1 General Comments
The electron capture decay of ^^^Re to has been investigated by several au­
thors [Da71, Ha60, Bu57]. Further knowledge of the level structure has been 
obtained from investigations in which (p,t), (o:,2 n), (a,3n), (d,t), (d,p) and (^He,a) 
reactions were used [Mo80, Li73, K173, Ca72]. Hence the energies of several of the 
low-lying Nilsson states as well as a few of their rotational excitations are known.
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Figure 3.23: Time-difference spectrum between the 332.2keV and 4 H ‘8keV transi-- 
tions. The half-life is approximately 25ns.
Figure 3.24 shows the proposed level scheme of The construction of the
scheme is based on the 7 -ray energies and intensities and their coincidence rela­
tionships. Details of the transition energies, relative intensities and assignments 
are given in table 3.11. The relative intensities of 7 -ray transitions are arbitrar­
ily normalised to the total intensity (100 units) of the 224.9keV 2 1 / 2 "^  —> 19/2+ 
ground-state-band transition. The 7 -ray intensities are measured from the ^®Ca 
data  set unless otherwise indicated. A Singles spectrum, taken at 97° to the beam 
direction from the ®Be data set, is shown in figure 3.25. Singles angular distribu­
tions and coincidence angular correlations have not been measured for the 
nucleus in the present study. This is because the information was obtained 
as a  by-product of the measurements. Almost all the transitions are
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heavily contaminated in singles, and most have insufficient statistical accuracy in 
coincidence for meaningful angular correlations to be obtained. As is indicated by 
the footnotes of table 3.11, intensity normalisations were difficult, and the level 
scheme is effectively broken down in to several parts: prompt transitions from 
the "*®Ca data set (9/2+[624] band and transitions below the K'^=21/2^+^ isomer); 
prom pt transitions from the ®Be data set (7/2~[514] band); transitions below the 
K^=(37/2("")) isomer, from the ^®Ca and ®Be data  sets; and transitions above the 
K ^=(37/2(")) isomer, from the ^®Ca data set.
3.3.2 The K^=9/2'*' Ground State Band
This band had been identified previously up to the spin 31/2 (33/2), 2577.5keV 
(2824.IkeV) level [Li73]. Moreover, from the previous works [Da71, Ca72], this 
structure is assigned to be the 9/2+[624] one-quasiparticle Nilsson configuration. 
In the present work, this band is identified up to spin 57/2, 8020.3keV following 
the ^^®Xe('^®Ca,3n) reaction. As shown in the coincidence spectrum (figure 3.26), 
a series of sharp 7 -ray peaks is observed, up to almost IMeV in energy. Doppler 
broadening would normally be expected, as the recoiling nuclei decay during 
the time th a t they slow down and stop in the lead target backing. The sharp 
peaks indicate th a t the nuclei have already stopped before they decay, and hence 
tha t a half-life is involved (>3ps) which is considerably greater than  the calculated 
collective rotational decay half-lives (~50fs). Therefore, an isomer with 
57/2+, 3ps< < ln s , is proposed feeding to the ground-state-band via a 972.4keV 
transition and an unobserved 20keV A I  =  0, transition feeding at spin 53/2+ and 
57/2+ respectively. The upper limit on the half-life of the isomer is estim ated by
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Table 3.11: Energies, intensities and assignments of 7 -rays observed from
^^®Xe('^®Ca,3n) and ^^®Yb(®Be,4n) reactions at 190MeV and 40MeV, respectively.
/;) { h K ) i  {IvK)s
(keV)
43.5“) 7/2-7/2-^ 5/2-5/2
71.8 8.1(9)'') 2 1 /2 (+ )2 1 /2 ^1 7 /2 + 1 7 /2
77.7 14.6(7)‘) 2 1 /2 (4 )2 1 /2 ^1 7 /2 + 1 7 /2
91.8 4S0.0(500)fl 23 /2(-)23/2-.21/2(+ )21/2
101 (35/2)(35/2)-.33/2(-)25/2
109.9“) 7/2-5/2-»5/2-5/2
113.1“) 21/2(+)21/2->17/2+17/2
113.3 510.0(600) 1 1 /2 + 9 /2 - .9 /2 + 9 /2
119.2 100'') 9 /2-7/2-»7/2-7/2
133.7“) 9/2-5/2-47/2-5/2
138.0 320.0(100) 1 3 /2 + 9 /2 -.1 1 /2 + 9 /2
143.1“) 9 /2 -7 /2 ^ 7 /2 -7 /2
146.4 97.8(63)4 11/2-7/2-49/2-7/2
152.4“) 11/2-5/2-49/2-5/2
161.1 113.4(262) (S3/2)(53/2)-4(51/2)(51/2)
163.3 240.0(100) 15 /2+ 9/2-*13/2+ 9/2
170.0“) 11/2-7/2-49/2-7/2
172.7 56.0(119)4 13/2-7/2-411/2-7/2
102
E-r
(keV)
4 ' {IirK)i - 4  ( It K ) ,
185.1 140.0(100) 17/2+9/2-415/2+ 9/2
186.2“) 7/2-7/2-47/2-5/2
189.1 113.0(550)“) (47/2)(47/2)-4(43/2)(39/2)
197.7 72.0(80)4 15/2-7/2-413/2-7/2
214.7 1 0 0 (1 0 ) 1 9 /2 + 9 /2 ^ 1 7 /2 + 9 /2
2 2 1 . 8 28.0(8)4 17/2-7/2-415/2-7/2
224.9 1 0 0 21/2+9/2-419/2+ 9/2
243.4 205.6(155)4 23/2(+)21/2-421/2(+ )21/2
244.3 28.0(40)4 19/2-7/2-417/2-7/2
250.1 337.1(371)4 25/2(-)23/2^23/2(-)23/2
250.5 61.0(305) 25/2+ 9/2-423/2+ 9/2
251.2 190.0(570) 11 /2+ 9 /2 -49 /2+ 9 /2
264 2 1 /2 -7 /2^19 /2 -7 /2
265.7 248.8(440)4 11/2-7/2-47/2-7/2
268.0 4.9(8)4 17/2+17/2-^(15/2)(15/2)
271.3 27.7(83) 23 /2+ 9/2-421/2+ 9/2
272.9 131.9(23.3)4 25 /2 (+ )2 3 /2 ^2 3 /2 (+ )2 3 /2
275.6 -1
- 391.4(314)4
27/2(-)23/2^25/2(-)23/2
276.2 (27/2-)(25/2)-4(25/2-)(25/2)
103
E-, 4 ) {J%K)i -> ( I ttK ) ,
(keV)
284 23/2-7/2-421/2-7/2
287.1 100») (29/2-)(25/2)-»(27/2-)(2S/2)
289 25 /2 -7 /2^23 /2 -7 /2
290.K
410.0(331)
(39/2)(37/2)-^(37/2-)(37/2)
290.lJ (47/2)(47 /2)^(43 /2)(43 /2)
296.4“) 7/2-7/2-45/2-5/2
298.7 67.8(38)4 27/2(+)21/2-4 25/2(4)21/2
299.2 208.6(214)4 29/2(-)23/2->27/2(-)23/2
301.3 210.0(100) 1 5 /2 + 9 /2 -» ll/2 + 9 /2
319.4 173.8(70)4 13/2-7/2-»9/2-7/2
320.3 49.0(3.2)^) 29/2(+)21/2-»27/2(+ )21/2
320.8 215.7(300)4 31 /2(-)23/2->29/2(-)23/2
327.1 24.1(93)4 (31/2-)(25/2)-4(29/2-)(25/2)
332.4 7.3(8)4 21 /2 (+ )21 /2^(17 /2 )(17 /2 )
341.5 120.0(100) 33/2(-)23/2-^31/2(-)23/2
343.0 17.0(16)4 21/2(+ )21/2-»23/2+9/2
348.6 270.0(810) 17 /2+ 9/2-*13/2+9/2
350.7 70.0(114)=) (37/2-)(37/2)-^35/2(-)23/2
355 (37/2)(37/2)-»(35/2)(35/2)
104
E-, {l7rK)i
(keV)
361.2 108.6(129)4 35/2(-)23/2-»33/2(-)23/2
363.0 92.5(140)“) (43/2)(43/2)-»(41 /2)(41/2)
365.5“) 5 /2 -5 /2-h•9/2+9/2
370.9 128.0(200)4 15 /2 -7 /2 -» ll/2 -7 /2
380.8 186.7(244)4 (49/2)(47 /2)^(47 /2)(47 /2)
400.0 230.0(100) 19/2+ 9/2—>15/2+9/2
408.7 40.0(80)4 7 /2 -7 /2 ^ >9/2+9/2
419.7 264.0(240)4 17/2-7/2->13/2-7/2
422.9 208.6(214)4 (33/2-)(33/2)->(31/2-)(25/2)
429.7 251.4(314)4 (25/2-)(25/2).-^23/2(-)23/2
434.8 41.9(157)“) (51/2)(47/2)-^(49/2)(47/2)
439.6 310.0(400) 21/2+9/2-»17/2+ 9/2
440.4 240.8(279)4 (41/2)(39/2)->(39/2)(39/2)
448.3 214.6(366)4 (41/2)(39 /2)^(39 /2)(39 /2)
455.6 295.7(571)“) (37/2-)(37/2)->(33/2-)(35/2)
456 (27/2-)(25/2).->25/2(-)23/2
456.3 236.6(158)4 (43/2)(39/2)-X41/2)(39/2)
460.5 102.9(157)4 (51/2)(51/2)-X49/2)(47/2)
465.8 82.0(105)4 (43/2)(39/2)-X 41/2)(39/2)
466.2 124.0(240)4 19/2-7/2-^15/2-7/2
105
E-,
(keV)
4 ' { Iv K )i { h K ) s
467 (29/2 -)(25 /2 )^27 /2 (-)23 /2
468.2 105.1(91)4 (45/2)(39/2)-*(43/2)(39/2)
483.4 7.9(24)4 (45/2)(39/2)->(43/2)(39/2)
495 (31 /2-)(25/2)->29/2(-)23/2
496.1 230.0(690) 23 /2+9/2->19/2+9/2
506.5 2.4(15)4 (17 /2 )(1 7 /2 )^1 9 /2 + 9 /2
508.1 128.0(200)4 21/2-7/2-^17/2-7/2
515.4 27.2(81)4 (47 /2)(47/2)^(45/2)(39/2)
521.2 244.0(732) 25/2+ 9/2-> 21/2+ 9/2
526.0 91.4(171)4 27/2(-)23/2^23/2(-)23/2
548.3 80.0(160)4 23/2-7/2->19/2-7/2
562.9 22.2(93)») (29/2-)(25/2)^(25/2-)(26/2)
571.4 31.8(75)4 27/2(+)21/2-»23/2(+ )21/2
573.4 223.3(279)“) (39/2)(39/2)-»(39/2)(39/2)
574 29/2 (-)23 /2^25 /2 (-)23 /2
574.2 84.0(320)4 25 /2 -7 /2^21 /2 -7 /2
585.9 125.6(331)4 (41/2)(41/2)-^(39/2)(39/2)
588.8 104.6(209) 27 /2+ 9 /2 -^23 /2+ 9 /2
595.3 186.2(559) 29 /2+ 9 /2 -^25 /2+ 9 /2
596.2 23.2(39)4 29/2-7/2->25/2-7/2
605.8 14.5(97)4 33/2-7/2->29/2-7/2
106
E ,
(keV)
{I-KK)i -» {I'kK )}
608.0 27.7(40)4 27/2-7/2-»23/2-7/2
614.0 25.9(61)4 (31/2-)(25/2)-»(27/2-)(25/2)
614.0 11.4(16)4 21 /2 (4 )21 /2 -^21 /2+ 9 /2
614.1 334.3(2006) (59 /2+ )(57 /2)—(57/2+)(57/2)
618.9 26.4(32)-f) 29/2(+)21/2->25/2(+)21 /2
620.0 43.6(200)4 31/2(-)23/2^27/2(-)23/2
661 (37/2-)7/2-^33/2-7/2
661.3°) 7 /2-7/2->9/2+9/2
662.3 57.1(186)4 33/2(-)23/2->29/2(-)23/2
667.7 190.0(100) 3 3 /2+ 9 /2 -^29 /2+ 9 /2
678.7 72.2(144) 31 /2 + 9 /2 —>27/2 + 9 /2
702.6 52.9(171)4 35/2(-)23/2->31 /2(-)23/2
707.6 5.6(16)4 (15/2)(15/2)-»17/2+9/2
711.9 41.4(200)4 (37/2-)(37/2)->33/2(-)23/2
721.2 2.4(8)4 (17 /2 )(1 7 /2 )^1 7 /2 + 9 /2
740.7 169.8(164) 37/2+9/2-> 33/2+ 9/2
749.7 71.4(329)4 (33/2-)(33/2)-^(29/2-)(25/2)
761.2 4.0(8)4 17/2+17/2->19/2+9/2
763.3 54.8(130) 35 /2+ 9/2-> 31/2+ 9/2
766.7 1.6(8)4 17/2+17/2->19/2+9/2
107
E ,
(keV)
4 ) { H K ) i
809.3 131.1(120) 41 /2+ 9/2-+ 37/2+ 9/2
815.5 73.3(227)4 (51/2)(47/2)-»(47/2)(47/2)
838.7 125.7(176) 21/2(+)21/2->19/2+9/2
840.4“) 7 /2 + 7 /2 -» ll /2 + 9 /2
840.5 22.3(150) 39/2+ 9/2-> 35/2+ 9/2
841.4 87.2(297)4 (51/2)(51/2)->(47/2)(47/2)
865.5 143.4(148) 45 /2+ 9/2-> 41/2+ 9/2
893 (15 /2 )(1 5 /2 )^1 5 /2 + 9 /2
897.1 33.6(22)4 (43/2)(39/2)-^(39/2)(39/2)
899.6 90.3(135) 49 /2+ 9 /2 -^45 /2+ 9 /2
906.5 1.6(8)4 (17/2)(17/2)->15/2+9/2
914.0 73.3(384)4 (43/2)(39/2)->(39/2)(39/2)
924 43 /2+ 9 /2 -*39 /2+ 9 /2
925.0 16.9(17)4 (45/2)(39 /2)^(41 /2)(39 /2)
928.7 70.1(106) 53/2+ 9/2-> 49/2+ 9/2
940.1 12.6(44)4 17/2+17/2->17/2+9/2
949.2 20.0(60)4 (45/2)(39/2)->(41/2)(39/2)
952.3 30.9(157) 57/2+ 9 /2 -»53 /2+ 9 /2
953.6“) 7 /2+ 7 /2 -> 9 /2+ 9 /2
972.4 56.6(100) (57/2+)(57/2)->53/2+9/2
108
(keV)
4 ' (/7rJr)i -»  {I-kK ) i
976.9 21.9(24)4 17/2+17/2->17/2+9/2
981.6 13.8(16)4 17 /2 + 1 7 /2 -.1 7 /2 + 9 /2
993.3“) 9 /2 + 7 /2 -> 9 /2 + 9 /2
998.6 57.6(401)4 (39 /2)(39 /2)^(37 /2-)(37 /2)
1053.7 16.3(24)4 2 1 /2 (+ )2 1 /2 ^ 1 7 /2 + 9 /2
1056.6 11.3(38)4 (15/2)(15/2)->13/2+9/2
1125.7 61.0(44)4 17/2+ 17/2-^15/2+ 9/2
1161.1 62.5(40)4 17/2+ 17/2-^15/2+ 9/2
1166.9 48.6(40)4 17 /2+ 1 7 /2 -.1 5 /2 + 9 /2
1289.0 57.0(45)4 1 7 /2 + 1 7 /2 ^ 1 3 /2 + 9 /2
1324.5 51.6(48)4 1 7 /2 + 1 7 /2 ^ 1 3 /2 + 9 /2
1330.2 62.5(40)4 1 7 /2 + 1 7 /2 -.1 3 /2 + 9 /2
“^Transition adopted from the previous work.
**)lntensity measured from the 113.3keV prompt 7 -7 -out-of-beam coincidence spectrum  
taken from the ®Be data set and normalised to the 224.9keV transition (100 units).
“)Transition is contaminated by the 113.3keV 11/2"  ^ —»9/2'*' transition of the 9/2'^ [624] band. 
Intensity measured from the 408.7keV gated coincidence spectrum and normalised to 
the 119.2keV transition (100 units). These transitions are observed from the ®Be 
data set.
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Intensity meeisured from coincidence spectrum gating on the 91.8keV transition and 
normalised to the 224.9keV transition (100 units).
^^Intensity measured from “early” coincidence spectrum gating on the 163.3keV transition 
taken from ®Be data set and normalised to the 224.9keV transition (100 units).
Intensity obtained from the ®Be data set and normalised to the 287. IkeV transition 
( 1 0 0  units).
^^Intensity measured from coincidence spectrum gating on the 119.IkeV transition following 
the ^^^Yb(®Be,4n) reaction.
‘^Intensity obtained from coincidence spectrum gating on the 290.IkeV transition and normalised 
to the 224.9keV transition (100 units).
^^Intensity obtained from coincidence spectrum gating on the 448.3keV transition following 
the ^^®Xe(^®Ca,4n) reaction and normalised to the 224.9keV transition (100 units).
*)lntensities are measured form the '^^Ca data set unless otherwise indicated.
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Figure 3.25: Singles spectrum for W  at 97° to the beam axis, following the 
^'^^Yh(^Be,4n) reaction at 40MeV.
the centroid-shift method, from the time spectrum obtained from the ^®Ca data 
set (see figure 3.4 in the previous section).
The experimental \ç k  — 9 r \ values, from spin 13/2"^ to 25/2'*', are listed in 
table 3.12, yielding the average of \gK — ^^1=0.25(4).
3.3.3 The K ^ = 7/2“ Band Based on the 408.7keV Level
The level at 408.7keV is previously assigned to the 7/2“ [514] Nilsson state  [Da71j. 
From the ^^^Hf(a,2n) and ’^^ ®Hf(a,3n) works, this band is identified to  spin 21/2“ . 
In the present investigation, this band is extended up to spin (37 /2") (see fig­
ure 3.27), and a backbending is observed from the ®Be data  set. Table 3.13 lists 
the experimental \gK — 5'r | values from spin 11/2" to 19/2". The average value is
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Figure 3.26: 'y-ray coincidences in the 9/2^[624] band o f following the
^^^Xe(^^Ca,3n) reaction. Transitions marked with an asterisk are from  the un­
favoured signature o f the band. Transitions labelled G were selected as gates.
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Table 3.12: Experimental \gK ~  9r \ values of the K ^=9/2+ band
/ “)
(keV) (keV)
\3k  — SbI
13/2 138.0 251.2 0.20(5)
15/2 163.3 301.3 0.27(1)
17/2 185.1 348.6 0.24(6)
19/2 214.7 400.0 0.26(2)
2 1 / 2 224.9 439.6 0.29(2)
23/2 271.3 496.1 0.16(7)
25/2 250.5 521.2 0.35(14)
Average value of \g^ — ^^1=0.25(4) 
“^Initial spin of the transitions.
^^j-ray energies of the A I  =  1 transitions. 
*^ )'y-ray energies of the AJ =  2 transitions.
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Figure 3.27: Coincidence spectrum gating on the 119.2keV transition following the 
^'^^Yb(^Be,4n) reaction, indicating the transitions o f the 1/2~[514] l^cmd. The insert 
indicates the higher members o f the hand from  the 508.IkeV  gate.
approximately 0.23,
3.3.4 The Structure Below the 1653.4keV Isomeric Level
From the “delayed” coincidence spectrum, gating on the 91.8keV transition(figure 3.28), 
several new 7 -ray transitions are observed. Note that these transitions are only ob­
served from the ®Be data  set. The existence of these transitions is confirmed from 
the prom pt 7 -7 -out-of-beam spectra, which are gated on the A I=1 transitions of 
the ground-state band. Figure 3.29 shows an example of the prompt 7 -7 -out-of­
beam spectra, gating on the 185.IkeV ground-state-band transition. On the basis 
of the coincidence information, five levels are discovered (1307.7keV, 1321.OkeV,
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Table 3.13: Experimental \g^ — values of the K ^=7/2 band
/ “) < ^/= i
(keV) (keV)
\9k  — SrI
1 1 / 2 146.4 265.7 0.10(3)
13/2 172.7 319.4 0.18(5)
15/2 197.7 370.9 0.37(5)
17/2 2 2 1 . 8 419.7 0.16(4)
19/2 244.3 466.2 0.33(6)
Average value of \gK — 5-/21=0.23(10) 
Initial spin of the transitions.
^^ 7 -ray energies of the AJ =  1 transitions. 
*^ 7^ -ray energies of the AJ =  2 transitions.
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Figure 3.28: ‘^Delayed” coincidence spectrum, gating on the 91.8keV transition
following the ^^^Yb(^Be,4n) reaction. Labelled transitions are identified below the 
1653,^keV  isomeric level. The insert indicates the higher energy region, lOSOkeV 
to IfOOkeV, o f the spectrum.
1540.SkeV, 1581.4keV and 1575.7keV). The spins and parities, J ’^ =l7/2'^, of the 
1540.3keV, 1581.4keV and 1575.7keV levels are restricted by the number of branches 
and their relative intensities feeding to the K'^=9/2'^ band. However, due to the un­
certainties and weakness of the intensities, the spins and parities of the 1307.7keV 
and 1321.OkeV levels are not determined. Figure 3.30 shows the decay scheme 
below the 1653.4keV isomeric level, which will be mentioned in the next section.
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Figure 3.29: Prompt 'y-'y-out-of~beam spectrum, gating on the 185.IkeV  transition, 
following the ^^^Yb(^Be,4n) reaction. Labelled transitions are identified below the 
1653.4keV  isomeric level.
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3.3.5 The K^=:21/2('^) Isomeric Level
Figure 3.31 shows the time-difference spectrum between the 113.3keV and 91.8keV 
transitions. This spectrum indicates that the half-life of the 1653.4keV level is 
about 200ns, which is in reasonable agreement with the estimation from [Li73] 
(T i '^llO ns). This level could have spin and parity assignments of either 19/2'*''" 
or 2 1 / 2 '*''". From figure 3.24, there are four main transitions (343.0keV, 614.0keV, 
838.7keV and 1053.7keV) depopulating this level directly to the ground-state-band. 
If this level were 19/2'*''", one would expect the 1063.7keV transition to be stronger 
than the 614.0keV and the 838.7keV transitions due to the transition ra te  
dependence of the dipole transition. Experimentally, the 838.7keV transition is 
about 8  times as strong as the other transitions indicating dipole character for 
the 343.0keV, 614.0keV and 838.7keV transitions, and quardvapple character for 
the 1053.7keV transition. On the basis of this argument, the 1653.4keV level is 
assigned to be spin 21/2. The tentative positive parity assignment is based on the 
relatively strong intensity of the 1053.7keV transition (~13 units). M2 character 
is unlikely, based on comparison with other M2 transitions of similar energy (for 
example, the lOOOkeV transition, in decays from the K ^=2" isomer to the
ground state  [Fa79] but is too weak to be observed in the present study), suggesting 
E2 character.
A sequence of four cascade with two associated cross-over transitions is based 
on the K^=21/2('*') isomer. Figure 3.32 shows the “early” coincidence spectrum, 
gating on the  113.3keV transition of the ground-state-band, indicating the presence 
of this rotational sequence. The experimental \gjç — igrj^ l values, of spin 27/2 '^*'  ^ and
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Figure 3.31: Time-differencçspectrum for the isomer, gating between
the llS .S keV  and 91.8keV transitions.
29/2('^\ are listed in table 3.14. The average value of \gK ~  9r \ is approximately 
0.30.
3.3.6 The Structure Based on the 1745.2keV Level
The half-life of this level is estimated to be about 27ns. Figure 3.33 shows the 
time-difference spectrum between the 91.8keV and 299.2keV transitions. From 
the ^^Ga data set, a sequence of six cascade with associated cross-over transitions 
is observed. Figure 3.34 shows the prompt 7 -7 -out-of-beam coincidence spectrum 
gating on the 91.8keV transition, indicating the transitions above this isomer. This 
rotational sequence is also observed from the ®Be data set. In addition, a short 
sequence of three cascade transitions is also discovered. The 429.7keV prompt 7 -7 -
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Figure 3.32: “Early” coincidence spectrum gating on the llS .S k e V  transition
following the ^'^^Yb(^Be,4n) reaction. Labelled transitions are identified as the 
rotational hand. Asterisks indicate the transitions above the 1745.2keV  
isomeric level.
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Table 3.14: Experimental \g^ — gji\ values of the K^=21/2('^) band
\ 9 K - g R \
(keV) (keV)
27/2 298.7 571.4 0.27(3)
29/2 320.3 618.9 0.33(3)
Average value of |^ j^ - — jgjî|=0.30(3)
“^Initial spin of the transitions.
^)'y-ray energies of the A I  =  1 transitions.
‘^ 7^ -ray energies of the AT  =  2 transitions.
out-of-beam gated spectrum  shows the members of this sequence (see figure 3 .3 5 ). 
This sequence is placed parallel to the former rotational band. There are three 
weak A I  =  1 transitions, (456keV, 467keV and 495keV), observed feeding from 
the short sequence to the neighbouring rotational band.
Comparison of the intensity balance at the 1745.2keV level yields the total 
intensities (with internal conversion taken into account) flowing in to this level, 
lin =  735.3(735), compared with the 7 -ray intensity of the 91.8keV transition, 
Zy =  450(50), and the to ta l internal conversion coefficient of the 91.8keV transition 
is calculated,
a r i^ l-S keV ) = 1 ^ - 1  = 0.63(14) . (3.2)
■‘7
From [Ro78], the theoretical values of the 0!y(91.8A;eV) are: 7.3(M1), 0.39(E1) and 
5.6(E2). This establishes E l character for the 91.8keV transition^, and implies a 
Z^=23/2(") assignment for the 1745.2keV level.
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Figure 3.33: Time-difference spectrum gating on the 91.8keV and 299.2keV transi­
tions.
The experimental \gK-~9R\ values for the K"^=23/2(") band and its neighbouring 
short sequence are listed in table 3.15 and table 3.16, respectively.
3.3.7 The Structure Based on the K’^ =(37/2“) Isomer
Because of the high angular momentum, the states above the 3944.4keV isomeric 
level are relatively weakly populated following the ^^®Xe(^®Ca,3n) reaction. As 
shown in figure 3.24, the decay scheme based on this isomer is not well established. 
The structure includes three probable rotational sequences based on the 4133.5keV, 
4234.5keV and 6046.6 keV levels. A few other intrinsic levels are also observed. Due 
to the  complexity and insufficient statistical accuracy, the spins and parities of these 
levels are not determined. Figure 3.36 indicates the transitions above the isomer. 
It is clear th a t the 290.IkeV transition is in self-coincidence. Figure 3.37 shows
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Figure 3.34: Prompt 'y-^-out-of-beam coincidence spectrum gating on the 91.8keV  
transition. Labelled transitions are identified above the K^~2S~ isomer. This spec- 
trum is taken from  the Ca data set.
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Table 3.15: Experimental \qk — qr\ values of the K’^ =23/2^ ) band
(keV) (keV)
27/2 275.6 526.0 0.23(3)
31/2 320.8 620.0 0.47(2)
33/2 341.5 662.3 0.38(7)
35/2 361.2 702.6 0.43(8)
Average value of \qk ~  ^^1=0.43(3)
Initial spin of the transitions.
Y-ray energies of the A f  =  1 transitions.
*^ 7^ -ray energies of the A I  — 2 transitions.
Table 3.16: Experimental \qk — 5^ jî1 values of the short sequence parallel to  the 
K '"=(23/2-) band
\g K -9 R \
(keV) (keV)
29/2 287.1 562.9 0.24(6)
31/2 327.1 614.0 0.12(6)
Average value of \qk — ^^1=0.18(6)
“in it ia l  spin of the transitions.
^^ 7 -ray energies of the A I  =; 1 transitions.
^^Y-ray energies of the A I  — 2 transitions.
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Figure 3.35: Prompt ^-'y-out-of-beam coincidence spectrum gating on the 4^9.7keV  
transition. This spectrum is taken from  the Ca data set.
the sum of the 320.8/290.IkeV and 299.2/290.IkeV time-difference spectra. The 
half-life of the 3944.4keV level is measured to be approximately 24ns. The g-factors 
for the rotational sequences have not been obtained because of the uncertainty of 
the 7 -ray intensities.
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Figure 3.36; The 290.IkeV  gated coincidence spectrum following the ^^^Xe(^^Ca,3n) 
reaction. Labelled transitions are placed above the ( S 7 / ^ )  isomer. The insert 
indicates the fOOkeV to SOOkeV region of the spectrum. Asterisks indicate the 
transitions below the 3944-4^^^ isomeric level.
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Figure 3.37: Sum  o f time-difference spectra from the (820.8/290.IkeV ) gate and 
the (299.2/290.IkeV ) gate. The Half-life o f the (37/2~)  isomer is approximately 
2fns.
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Chapter 4
DISCUSSION
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The present data set consists of many multi-quasiparticle excitations from 
and The Nilsson configurations for these excited states are discussed in this
chapter. A general comparison of g-factors and alignments is shown in section 4.2 
and section 4.3, respectively. The experimental g-factors of different rotational se­
quences are compared with the calculated values corresponding to the suggested 
Nilsson configurations. The alignments section gives a clear indication of the num­
ber of Î13/2  neutrons and /19/2 protons involved in the configurations, each of which 
is strongly affected by Goriolis forces. The experimental excitation energies of the 
intrinsic levels are compared with BCS calculations and “blocking” calculations in 
section 4.4. The calculated excitation energies from both of these calculations are 
in reasonable agreement with the experimental values. However, at higher seniority 
states (6 - and 7-quasiparticle states) the “blocking” calculations provide slightly 
be tte r calculated values than  the calculations without considering the blocking
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effect.
The crossings of the K ^= 8 " band by the K^=16" band, and the yrast band by 
the K ^= 8 "^  band (t-band) in are discussed in section 4.5. For the crossing of 
the yrast-band by the t-band, not only are two-band mixing calculations applied, 
but also a three-band mixing analysis, assuming the existence of a third band 
situated close to  the t-band. The results of the mixing matrix elements and the 
wavefunctions a t the band crossing region are discussed.
Finally, the unusual K-forbidden decays of the K’^ =(5“ ), K‘^ = 8 “ , K ^=(23") 
and K’^ =(24‘*') states in and the K^=21/2('^), K ^=(37/2") and K^—(57/2'^) 
states in are discussed in section 4.6.
4 . 2  g - F A C T O R S
A circular loop carrying current i and enclosing an area A  has a magnetic dipole 
moment of magnitude,
\fi\ =  lA  (4.1)
If the current is caused by a charge e, moving with speed u in a circle of radius 
r ,  then
where |Z| is the classical angular momentum m vr. In quantum  mechanics, the 
observable magnetic moment is defined to be the value of corresponding to the 
maximum possible value of the z-component of the angular momentum, which is
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mifb with mi ~  +Z. Therefore, 4.2 can be written as,
E = ^ l  (4-3)
The quantity is called a magneton. Putting in the proton mass for m , a 
nuclear magneton /lijv is defined as,
/Jw =  ^  =  3.15245 • 1 0 - ° ^  (4.4)
Considering the intrinsic structure of a nucleus, the magnetic dipole moment 
can be w ritten as,
H = {gil +  gs£)iJ>Nl ^  (4.6)
where the  gyromagnetic ratios (g-factors), gi and g, account for the  orbital and 
intrinsic contributions to the fi, where gi = 0(1) for neutrons (protons). The free
g-factors
proton and neutron intrinsic spii^ g^ (5.6 and -3.8, respectively), are attenuated by 
a factor of 0.6, as is commonly found to be appropriate [Bo75]. In order to account 
for the effects of all the nucleons, a modification of equation 4.5 has to  be made:
A
H = Y lig ifik  +  gs,iii)fj-Nl^ (4.6)
1=1
In the independent particle shell model, odd mass nuclei have A  — 1 nucleons 
coupled pairwise to zero spin, which do not contribute to fi. For the remaining odd 
nucleon, the shell model theory gives the coupling of [ and 5  to form /• The effect 
of the “core” nucleons cannot be neglected, and are assigned a “collective” g-factor
■that
usually designated s o  tha t for the nucley\have a few unpaired nucleons,
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/£ =  [gniç +  J2ig i,ik  +  (4.7)i
where is the rotational angular momentum of the core and the sum is carried
out over a  few nucleons outside the core. If “pure” collective states are considered,
the collective model gives çr ^  the ratio of the nuclear charge to  its mass,
but the ratio of the valence nuclear numbers gives, in general, a better estimate: 
_ ^  iV,
W hen considering deformed nuclei, the quantum number K is introduced into 
equation 4.7 which is the projection of the angular momentum of the unpaired 
nucleons onto the symmetry axis of the nucleus. Hence equation 4.7 becomes:
/i =  I[gR +  (sjc -  (4.8)
where
9k  = +  S^ s,i5i)] (4.9)
From [Bo75] the ratio of the intrinsic gyromagnetic ratio, to the intrinsic 
quadrupole moment, Qq, is calculated from the in-band 7 -ray branching ratios, T, 
according to the rotational model expression:
^  2K {2I  -  1]E!T2
® 1 +  f  ( I  + l ) ( I - l  + K ) ( I ~ l - K ) E l T i
and
{9k  ~  9r ) _  Q.93jFi
Qo ~  s V p ^  
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(4 .11)
where q is the quadrupole admixture, 8  is the quadrupole/dipole mixing ratio, E  
is the transition energy (in MeV) and Q q is in units of eh. The subscripts 1,2 refer to 
A J  = 1 , 2  transitions, respectively. Equation 4.10 assumes a well defined K-value, 
which may be a poor approximation, and yields only the magnitude of 8. In the 
present study, the ^  coefficients are used, where possible, to determine the sign of 
8. The resulting values of q r  — qr  for and W are given in . chapter three 
for different rotational bands, assuming qr  =  0.26(2)^ and Qo — 7.4eh  [Ra89]. 
The experimental ç r  — qr  values are summarised in table 4.1 and table 4.2 for 
and respectively. These are compared to simple theoretical estimates
from the asymptotic Nilsson quantum numbers, qr — ^  I](Ag'z +  for the 
suggested configurations, where A and S are the projections of the nucleon orbital 
and intrinsic angular momenta, respectively. Since the 213/2 neutrons involve strong 
Goriolis K-mixing, the above simple estimate is inaccurate. Therefore, an empirical 
value for the 9/2'*'[624] 213/2 band of gR — gR= -0.29^, is used in the “semi- 
empirical” calculation of the g-factors for the multi-quasiparticle configurations 
which contain 213/2 neutrons. For given K"^-value, there are a few possible Nilsson 
configurations. Since the observed structures are all near yrast, in the present 
study, calculations consider only the Nilsson states which are close to the Fermi 
surface. The energies of these states are shown in figure 4.1.
Firstly, consider the rotational bands of . The K ^=2" octupole vibra-
^obtained from experimental 2”^ state of the ground-state-band of [Ra89]. It is consistent
with Qr  — — 0-29
^From the experiment qr  — pj?=±0.29, however, the positive value is rejected, since it is not
consistent with systematics in the region. For example, the 9/2+[624] band of the [Wa93], 
9 k  — 9 r —  - 0 . 2 2 .
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Figure 4.1; Nilsson energies relative to the Fermi surface for a) N  = 106 and Z
74, b) N  = 107 and Z  — 74, with ei — 0.232, E4 =  0.048.
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Table 4.1: g-factors and suggested Nilsson configurations for the rotational
bands
K ' E(keV) 
band head
Configuration®^ {.9k  9 R )e x p t — 5^iî)âic {,9k  9 lt )e m p i
2 " 1006.4 27t(9/2-.5/2+)*) ±0.27(2) 0.74
(5 -) 1640.3 2 i/(9 /2+ .l/2 ") ±0.13(3) -0.26 -0.06
8 " 1528.8 2 i/(9 /2+ .7 /2-) ±0.14(3) -0.26 -0.13
8 + 2132.3 2i/(9/2+.7/2+) -0 .2 1 (1 2 ) -0.55 . -0.29
27t(9 /2 - .7 /2 -) 1.03
(15-) 3743.6 2z/(9/2+.7/2+)
027t(9 /2 -.5 /2+ )
±0.24(2) 0 .2 1 0.35
2z/(7/2-.7 /2“ ) 0.27
©27t(9 /2 -.7 /2+ )
16+ 3546.4 2z/(9/2+.7/2-)
027t(9 /2 -.7 /2+ )
+0.19(3) 0.24 0.30
47t(9 /2“ .7/2+ 0.89
.5 /2+ .11/2-)
2z/(9/2+.7/2-) 0.39 0.45
© 27r(ll/2“ .5/2+)
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E(keV) 
band head
Configuration®) ( ^ K  -  5'R)eL( ( S ^ K  9  r )  calc ( ^ I f  9 R )e m p i
16- 3896.8 2i/(9/2+.7/2+)
©27r(9/2".7/2+)
% 0 ®) 0 . 1 0 0.16
2i/(9 /2+ .7/2-) 0.38 0.45
0 2 7 t ( 9 / 2 - . 7 / 2 - )
19- 4709.9 2i/(9 /2+ .7/2-)
047r(9 /2-.7 /2“
.5 /2+ .1 /2 -)
±0.27(6) 0.32 0.37
4i/(9/2+ .7/2- 0 .1 1 0 .2 2
.7 /2+ .1 /2 -)
0 2 7 t ( 9 / 2 - . 5 / 2 + )
2z/(9/2+.7/2-) 0 . 2 0 0.25
0 4 7 t ( 9 / 2 - . 7 / 2 +
.5 /2+ .1 /2 -)
(24+) 6303.1 2 z / ( 9 / 2 + . 7 / 2 + )
0 4 7 t ( 1 1 / 2 ” . 9 / 2 -
.7/2+.5/2+)
±0.09(5) 0.41 0.49
4%/(9/2+.7/2- 0 . 2 0 0.28
.7 /2+ .3 /2 -)
0 4 7 t ( 9 / 2 ” . 7 / 2 +
.5 / 2 +.1 / 2 - )
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K’" E(keV) Configuration®) {qr ~  QRfexpt (.9k  ~  9r T1ic (9k  ~  9Rf2npi
band head
(24+) 6303.1 4i/(9/2+.7/2" 0.14 0.23
(continued) .7/2+.1/2” )
®4ir(9/2-.7/2+ 
.5 /2+ .3 /2-)
4i/(9/2+ .7/2- 0.51 0.55
.7 /2 -.5 /2 -)
® 4 % (ll/2 -.9 /2 -
.7 /2-.5 /2+)
®)i/-configurations: ^ " [5 2 1 ] ,  1/2"[510], 3/2"[512], 5 /2 “ [512], 7/2+[633], 7 /2 “ [514],
7 /2 “ [503], 9/2+[624]
TT-configurations: 1 /2 “ [541], 3 /2 “ [532], 5/2+[402], 7/2+[404], 7 /2 “ [523], 9 /2 “ [514]
^)Only averaged values of [çr  — gR)cxpt are given in this table.
®)Theoretical estimated values based on the Nilsson asymptotic quantum numbers and g^=0.26 [Ra89]. 
*^)Semi-empirical calculated values (see text).
®)See text.
*)K‘^ =2“ is an octupole vibrational band[Go67, Gu71, Fa79], which is dominated by the 
27t(9 /2 “ [514].5/2+[402]) configuration.
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Table 4.2; g-factors and suggested Nilsson configurations for the rotational 
bands
E(keV) 
band head
Configuration®) (Pif 9 R )e x p t (S’J'C 9  r ) calc 9R ')em p i
9/2 0 .0 1/9/2+[624] ±0.29(3) -0.52 -0.29
7/2 408.7 %/7/2-[514] ±0.26(10) 0.07
2 1 / 2 (+) 1653.4 1/9/2+[624] 
027t(7/2+.5/2+)
±0.15(5) 0 .2 0 0.30
3f/(9/2+[624] -0.59
.7 /2 -.5 /2 " )
z/7/2-[514] 0.52
027t(9 /2 -.5 /2+ )
23/2(-) 1745.2 f/9/2+[624]
027t(9 /2".5 /2+ )
±0.43(3) 0.45 0.54
3z/(9/2+[624] -0.56 -0.38
.7/2+ .7/2” )
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K’^  E(keV) Configuration®) {9k  ~  gRfLpt {9k  -  9Rf}aic {9k  ~  9R)fmpi
band head
(25/2") 2174.9 i/9/2+[624] ±0.18(4) 0.29 0.37
®27t(9 /2 -.7 /2+ )
1/9/2+[624] 0.48 0.56
®27t(11/2".5/2+)
®)z/-configurations: 5 /2 “ [512], 7/2+[633], 7 /2 “ [514], 7 /2 “ [503], 9/2+[624]
^-configurations: 5/2+[402], 7/2+[404], 9 /2 “ [514], 11/2“ [505]
* )^Only averaged values of {qr — p/?)cxpi are given in this table.
®)Simple theoretical estimated values.
^)Semi-empirical calculated values.
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tional band has been observed from the previous works [Go67, Gu71, Fa79]. The 
estimatedg-factor from the Nilsson asymptotic quantum numbers is not well deter­
mined due to the highly perturbed structure of this band. However, according to 
[Fa79], this band is dominated by the 27r(9/2~[514],5/2+[402]-) Nilsson configura­
tion. In-band 7 -ray branching ratio yields \qk — 5'jî|ea:p«=0.27(2), which differs from 
the calculated g-factor {{qr — ^jî)caic=0-74).
The 2v (9/2+[624] .1 /2" [621] ) configuration assignment is adopted for the =  
(5") band [Fa79]. The estimate of the g-factor shows a small discrepancy between 
the value extracted from the experimental branching ratios {\gR — ^j%|=0.13(3)) 
and the semi-empirical estimate — 5'R)empi=-0.06). The Goriolis coupling from 
the  Î13/2  neutron gives rise to significant alignment,i ~  2% (see next section). From 
table 3.10, there is also a significant signature splitting effect observed in the \gR — 
9R\expt values, i.e. values for 7=(8) and (1 0 ) are smaller than for J= (7) and (9).
The K ^= 8 " band is a well known two-neutron state (2z/(9/2+[624].7/2"[514])) 
[Bu6 6 , Fa79]. Since there is an iizj2 neutron (9/2+[624]) in this configuration, 
the estimate of the g-factor from the Nilsson asymptotic quantum  numbers {{9r — 
9 R . ) c a ic ~ - 0 .2 Q )  is smaller than the experimental value (g^ K — 5^R=-0.14(3)). However, 
the  semi-empirical estimate, ({gR — 5 2^?)empi=-0 .1 3), gives a good agreement with 
the experimental result.
Two possible configurations are given in table 4.1 for the K ^= 8 + band, with 
estimates of {gR — 5 iî)empi—-0.29 and {gR — ^iî)caic=1-03 for the 2u and 27t config­
urations, respectively. The 2i/(9/2+[624].7/2+[633]) configuration is favoured by 
the ÇR ~  gR value {{gR — 5 'fi)ea:pf=-0 .2 1 ( 1 2 )). The K ^= 8 + band is also indicated as 
a u{iiz/2 y  configuration from the alignment calculation (see next section).
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From table 4 . 1 ,  the K ^ = ( 1 5  ) band is suggested to be a 2 i /  ® 2?r configuration, 
either 2v (9/2+[624] . 7/2+[633]) ® 2?r (9/2"[614] . 5/2+[402]) or 2u ( 7 / 2 " [ 5 1 4 ]  . 
7 / 2 “ [ 5 0 3 ] )  ®  2 7 t ( 9 / 2 “ [ 5 1 4 ]  . 7 / 2 + [ 4 0 4 ] ) ,  with {gK-gR)emvi = 0 . 3 5  and {gK-9R)caic 
= 0 . 2 7 ,  respectively. Both of these values agree with the experimental value {\gK — 
f i^ iî |e a :p ê = = 0 .2 4 (2 )) .  Therefore, further information is required in order to determine 
the correct configuration (see the following sections).
For the K^=16+ band, the in-band 7 -ray branching ratios yield {gR — 9R)expt 
=+0.19(3). There are three possible configurations (see table 4.1). Only two con­
figurations (2i/ (9/2+[624].7/2“ [514])0 2% (9 /2“ [514].7/2+[404]) and 2v (9/2+[624] 
.7 /2“ [503])® 27T (9 /2“ [514].7/2+[404])) give reasonable g-factors, {gR — gR)e.mpi 
=0.30 and 0.16, respectively.
In calculating the g-factors for the K'^=16“ band, there is no solution for {çr  — 
gp) with K=16. As mentioned in the chapter three, the K^=16“ band is observed 
crossing with the K ^= 8 “ band which changes the effective K-value of the K‘^ =16“
band, so th a t the {ç r  — gp) cannot be calculated in a simple way. The high
blicctalignment (see next section) is consistent with the configuratiory\jnvolves two 113/2 
neutrons.
For the K"^=19“ band, three possible configurations are given in the table 4.1. 
Two of these are 2v 0  4tt configurations {{gR — ^ij)empi=0.37 and 0.25), and 
the remaining is a 4i/ 0  2tt configuration {{çr  — ^iî)empi=0.22). Since all these 
configurations give calculated g-factors close to the experimental value {\çr  — 
5^R|eæpt=0.27(6)), further information is required for choosing the correct config­
uration (see the following sections).
The in-band 7 -ray branching ratios for the K^=(24+) band yield \gR — gp\expt
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=0.09(6). There are four possible configurations given in the table 4.1. None of 
the estim ated g-factors for these configurations agree with the experimental value. 
However, the 2u 0  4?r configuration is the most likely configuration according to 
the “blocking” calculations (see section 4.4). The significant discrepancy between 
the experimental and the calculated g-factors may possibly be caused by some 
systematic error in measuring the 7 -ray intensities.
Consider now The K^=9/2+ ground-state-band is a  well known 9/2+[624] 
rotational band. As mentioned before, the experimental value {\gR — leapt=-0.29) 
is used for the “semi-empirical” calculation of the g-factors for the configurations 
which involve the iiz / 2  neutrons. According to [Wa93], this semi-empirical cal­
culation gives a good agreement ( ± 0 .1  in ç r )  between the experimental and the 
calculated g-factors for all the suggested configurations in
The K ^= 7/2“ band head was previously assigned to the 7 /2" [514] Nilsson 
orbital [Da71]. However, in the present study, the estimated g-factor {{gR — 
^B)cafc=0.07) appears to disagree with the experimental value (j^ i^r—^ iî|expt=0.26(10)). 
Moreover, there is a signifiai ant signature splitting observed in the values of the 
\9K — 9R\expti i.e. values of 7=13/2 and 17/2 are smaller than for 7=15/2 and 
19/2 (see table 3.13). The reason of this discrepancy is not clear. Mixing of the 
7 /2" [514] configuration with the near by 7/2" [503] Nilsson orbital may relate to 
these features. According to figure 4.1, these orbitals are nearly identical in exci­
tation energies. However, their intrinsic spins are pointing at opposite direction, 
hence, the gr^-values will have opposite sign, and the g-factors will be surely affected 
by this mixing effect.
There are three possible configurations given in the table 4.1 for the K^=21/2(+)
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band. Two of these are 1i/027t configurations (z/9/2'^[624]@ 27t (7/2"*" [404].5/2"^ [402]) 
and i/7/2“ [514]0 2% (9 /2 “ [514].5/2+[402])) with {qk — gR)empi =0.30 and {qk — 
9R)caic =0.52, respectively. The third suggestion is a 3i/ configuration, with esti­
m ate {gK — gR)caic =0.59. On the basis of comparing the g-factors, the uiis / 2  0  2tt 
configuration is clearly in favour {{g^ ~  gRUxpt =0.15(5)).
Two possible configurations are given in the table 4.2 for the K ^=23/2(“ ) band, 
w ith simi-empirical estimated g-factors of 0.54 and -0.38 for the 1i/027T and 3i/ con­
figurations, respectively. Although both of these values agree w ith the experimental 
g-factors (\gK — gR\expt =0.43(3)) in magnitude, from the alignment calculations 
(see next section) it is clear th a t the K^=23/2(") band involves one iis / 2  neutron, 
implying u 9/2+[624]0 2% (9 /2“ [514].5/2+[402]) configuration.
For the K ^=(25/2“ ) band, two possible configurations are given in the table 4.2 
(z/ 9/2+[624]0 27t (9 /2 “ [514].7/2+[404]) and z/9/2+[624]0 2tt (ll/2"[505].5/2+[402])) 
with the semi-empirical estimate {gic — gR)e7npi =0.37 and 0.56, respectively. In 
comparison with the experimental g-factors {\gK ~gnUxpt =0.18(4)), the calculated 
g-factor of the former configuration is in better agreement.
The differences between the experimental g-factors, \giç — and the semi-
empirical calculations, (gK—gR)empij of the most probable configurations are shown 
graphically in figure 4.2(a) and (b) for and respectively. The scatter
of the data  points indicates a small systematic discrepancy. The data points 
for which the quasi-proton number is greater than or equal to the quasi-neutron 
number (K’"=15“ , 16+, 16" and 19” of ^^W ) have {gK -  gR)cmpi > \gK ~  gRUxpt- 
The same deviation is also observed in (K^=23/2(” ) and (25/2” )). The
deviation from equality would be reduced if a larger value were used (i.e. gR >
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0.26) in the estim ate of {qk — 9R)empi’ This suggested behaviour of qr seems to be 
in agreement with the systematically larger ^j^-values found in the 1 -quasiparticle 
bands of odd-Z nuclei, compared to odd-N nuclei [Bo75].
4.3 ALIGNMENTS
Quasi-particle aligned angular momentum i((v) is defined by,
^(w) =  4(o/) -  (4.12)
where 4  represents the projection of the to tal angular momentum I  on the axis 
of collective rotation.
4  =  v^/(J +  l ) - J T 2  (4.13)
and Iref is the angular momentum of the reference rotor along the axis of 
rotation,
(4.14)
The constants and [Ha65] may be adjusted to assure an approximately 
constant aligned angular momentum for the s-band. In the present study, and 
S P  are adjusted to 24.0MeV~^E^ and 65.0M eV^a^ for and 28.0MeV-^%^ 
and 50.0MeV“^^^ for Figure 4.3 shows ®^®Hf [JaSl] as an example. The
angular momentum 4  and aligned angular momentum %(w) are plotted versus %w. 
The top figure indicates the differences between the 4  of the yrast band and the 
Iref (the dashed curve).
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Figure 4.2: Differences between experimental and semi-empirical calculated g-
factors for multi-quasiparticle configurations in (a) W  and (b) W. The symbols 
represent different quasinucleon numbers: •2u, □2i/27T; ■2i/47t fo r and • lu ,
□1i/27T fo r W.
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Figure 4.3: The bottom figure indicates angular momentum along the rotation axis, 
Ixi o f the yrast hand (solid line). The dashed curve represents the angular mo­
mentum o f the reference rotor, and the straight dashed line represents the classical 
relation Ix =  with a constant moment o f inertia, for the s-band. The top 
figure indicates the aligned angular momentum o f the yrast band as a func tion o f 
huj. This figure is taken from  [Ja81].
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Alignments are expected to be additive, in the sense that the alignment of 
a multi-quasiparticle band should be equal to the sum of the constituent one- 
quasiparticle alignments. In the region of and the alignment depends
primarily on the number of 213/2 neutrons and hg/ 2  protons in a given m ulti­
quasiparticle configuration, due to the strong Coriolis effects on these particular 
nucleon orbits.
From figure 4.4(a), (b) and figure 4.5, significant backbending of the yrast band 
in and the 7/2~[514] and 9/2'^[624] bands in is observed. The back-
bending in and the 7/2"[514] band i n o c c u r s  at cj % 0.28MeV^~^. In 
contrast, the upbending of the 9/2"^ [624] band in occurs a t higher rotational 
frequencies (w %0.45MeVA'~^). The delay of the backbending can be understood 
as the blocking of the 213/2 neutron orbital.
Figure 4.4(a), (b) and figure 4.5 indicate the alignments of the multi-quasiparticle 
bands with different signatures plotted as separate lines. Signature is the eigen­
value of the operator Rx, which corresponds to rotation of tt around the æ-axis. 
T hat is,
Rx =  eæp(—27r/a;) (4.15)
Bohr and Mottelson [Bo75] showed tha t (for K=0) the signature, r ,  is related 
to the total angular momentum, J, by
r  =  (—1)"^  (4.16)
The signature quantum number a  is also defined as (e.g. [Be79a, Be79bj),
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r  =  expi^—i'KCi) (4.17)
Therefore, for an even-even nucleus, the rotational band may be considered as 
composed of two sequences with J  =  0 ,2 ,4 ,... for r  =  +1 (a  =  0) and 7 = 1 ,3 ,5 , . . .  
for r  =  —1 (a  =  1). Similarly, for an odd-A nucleus 7 =  1 /2 ,5 /2 ,9 /2 ,... for r — —i 
(a  =  + 1 /2 ) and 7 =  3 /2 ,7 /2 ,1 1 /2 ,... for r  =  + 2  (a  =  —1/2).
From figure 4.4(a), the alignments of the K ^=(15") and (24"^) bands are nearly 
identical (2  ~  4%). Their alignments are about twice as strong as the K ^=8" 
band (2  2%), which involves one i-yz/ 2  neutron. This implies tha t the configura­
tions of the K ^=(16") and (24'*') states each involves two 213/2 neutrons. Hence, 
the 2u (9/2'*'[624] . 7/2'^[633]) 0  27t (9 /2“ [514] . 5/2+[402]) configuration for the 
K ^=(15“ ) state is favoured by the alignment argument. However, for the K'^=(24‘*‘) 
state, there are three possible configurations which involve two 213/2 neutrons (see 
table 4.1). Therefore, further information is required to decide a suitable configu­
ration for this band.
Figure 4.4(a) indicates that the alignment of the K’^ =16‘^  band is calculated to 
be about 3%, which is slightly stronger than one 2 1 3 /2  neutron alignment (2  ~  2h), 
This suggests th a t one 213/2  neutron may be involved in the configuration. However, 
the  extra alignment (2  ~  1%) may be contributed by the h u /2 protons. This is 
supporting the g-factor calculations (see section 4.2), which propose two possible 
configurations for this band. Both of these configurations involve one 213/2 neutron 
and one h u / 2  proton.
The alignment of the K ^=19" band is calculated to be about 6h (see fig­
ure 4.4(a)). From table 4.1, none of the three possible configurations of this band
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Figure 4.4: Alignments as a function o f rotational frequency for hands in  W, 
with reference parameters =  2^.0MeV~^hf and =  65.0MeV~^%^, (a) the 
yrast sequence, K ^—8~, (15~), 16^, 19~ and (2 f^ )  hands; (h) the yrast sequence, 
=2~, (5~) and 8^ (t-hand) hands.
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involve three ^13/2  neutrons. In addition, the increment of the alignment with spin 
is slow in comparison with the 1/(113/2 )  ^ bands (K'^=(15” ) and (24"^) bands, for ex­
ample). This implies tha t the K^=19" band may not involve more than  two 213/2 
neutrons. The low energy of the 20” -^19” 141.6keV transition (see figure 3.1) indi­
cates th a t the configuration probably involves the /i9/27r ( l / 2 ” [5 4 1 ]) orbital. Since 
the  1 /2” [541] orbital is likely mixed with the other nearby members of the ^9 /2  
multiplet by a strong AK=1 Coriolis mixing m atrix element, all the levels of the 
1 /2” [641] band will be pushed down by this mixing effect. However, the spin 1/2 
s ta te  is not affected by the mixing, since there is no other 1 / 2  state present in 
the  other members of the multiplet. Hence, the spacing between the 3/2 and 1/2 
states is significantly reduced. When coupled with other quasiparticles to  form a 
K ^=19” band, the spacing between the spin 20” and 19” states is correspondingly 
reduced.
Figure 4.4(b) shows the comparison of the alignments between the K ^=2” , (5” ), 
8 "^  and yrast band. From figure 4.4(a) and (b), the alignment of the (5” ) band 
is similar to the K ^= 8 ” band, and gradually increases with spin. This agrees with 
the  one 213/2 neutron configuration which is mentioned in the last section.
The K ^=2” octupole vibrational band is calculated with 2 ~  1 ^. As mentioned 
in the  last section, due to the highly perturbed structure of this band, the 2 - 
quasiparticle configuration is not well defined. From the alignment calculation, the 
27t (9 /2” [514] . 5/2"^ [402]) configuration, which involves one /z-n/2  proton seems to 
be reasonable. At high-spin, the alignment increases faster than at low-spin. This 
indicates th a t there is the beginning of a band crossing taking place.
The alignment of the K ^= 8 '^  band (see figure 4.4(b)) indicates tha t the config­
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uration involves two 213/2 neutrons. The effect of signature splitting, above I  =  14, 
is enhanced by mixing with the ground-state-band, since only the even-spin states 
are affected by the mixing. The backbending and mixing effects will be discussed 
in section 4.5. The odd-spin members are, in effect, an unperturbed K ^= 8 "^  band. 
Since the two 213/2 neutrons are “Fermi aligned” at high-spin, the alignment of the 
odd-spin sequence is almost constant (2 ~  8S-).
Consider now From figure 4.5, significant signature splitting is observed
in the 9/2"^[624] band. This can be understood from the strong Coriolis coupling on 
the 2i3 /2  neutrons. The Coriolis interaction favours the alignment of the nucleonic 
angular momentum j  with tha t of the rotating core R. In the fully aligned situation, 
the nucleonic orbital is thus oriented in a plane approximately perpendicular to 
the rotation axis. As mentioned by Stephens [St75], the energies of the rotational 
aligned states can be calculated by
RtoLuI. = ( ^ ) ( - ^  ~  ”  ix +  1) (4.18)
where jx  is the projection of the nucleonic angular momentum j  on the rotation 
axis (c.f. the energies of a collectively rotating nucleus Eex — ( ^ ) Y ( i  + 1 ))-
The lowest-lying rotational-aligned band is the one with complete alignment,
i.e. jx  =  j  or I= j ,  i  +  2, j  4-4,... , called the favoured band. The spin sequence with 
less alignment, i.e. jx  = j  — 1 or I = j  — 1, j  4-1, j  4- 3,... , is the unfavoured band. 
The two signatures of the 9/2+[624] band are the 7=9/2, 13/2,... favoured and 
7=11/2, 15/2,... unfavoured bands. Although the 9/2+[624] band is Fermi aligned 
[Fr83] and not fully rotational aligned, the signature splitting is clearly observed.
Figure 4.5 indicates tha t the alignment of the K^=21/2(+l band is nearly iden-
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Figure 4.5: Alignments as a function o f rotational frequency for hands in W, 
with reference parameters =  28.0MeV~^%^ and 0=%^  ^ =  50.0MeV~^h^.
tical (i ~  2K) with the alignment of the u 9/2+[624] band (although without the 
signature splitting). This implies tha t the configuration involves one 213/2 neutron. 
It is consistent with the configuration given in the last section.
The K ^=23/2(” \  (25/2” ) and (39/2) (based on the 4133.5keV level) bands are 
slightly more aligned (2  ~  3%) than the v 9/2+[624] and K^=21/2(+) bands (2 2^),
suggesting th a t the configurations involve one 213/2 neutron and the extra alignment 
may be contributed by an An/2  proton. Hence, the alignments for the K^=23/2(” ) 
and (25/2” ) bands favour the v (9/2+[624]) ® 2?r (9 /2” [514] . 5/2+[402]) and 
V (9/2+[624]) 0  27T (9 /2” [514] . 7/2+[404]) configurations, respectively. For the 
K =(39/2) band, the “blocking” calculations predict that there are several possible 
configurations which involve one 213/2 neutron and one h u / 2  proton with energies
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close to the experimental value (see next section).
4.4 PAIRING CORRELATIONS AND “BLOCK­
IN G ” CALCULATIONS
Nucleons which occupy identical but time reversed (opposite r r i j )  orbitals interact 
with each other through a pairing force. This interaction between the nucleons 
lowers the energy levels. From the BCS [Ba57] theory, the nucleus can be viewed 
as a Fermi gas where each orbital has a certain probability of being occupied at 
a given time. The occupation probability parameters for holes {y?) and particles 
(u^) are calculated from the expressions,
and
where is the single-particle energy, A is the Fermi energy and Eqp is the 
quasiparticle energy. Eq^ can be found from the formula:
Eqp ~ \J{^ Esp — A )^  - f  — A  ( 4 . 2 1 )
where A (half the pairing gap) is the pairing energy calculated from the odd- 
even mass difference (assuming A and A are constant, according to the BCS method 
[Be59, Ki60, Ni61]). Hence, the multi-quasiparticle excitation energy, Emqp-> can be
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calculated from:
for the even-even system,
Eqp — nA  4- -®qp ' (4.22)1=1
for the odd-even system,
nE  ^= (n-l)A + Y:K,> (4.23)
t = l
where n is the number of quasiparticles (seniority).
Considering now for the states closest to the Fermi surface, single-quasi­
proton energies were chosen to be the average of the experimental 1-quasi-proton 
states in ^^^Ta and ^®^Re, as listed in table 4.3. Correspondingly, single-quasi- 
neutron energies were chosen to be the average of the experimental 1-quasi-neutron 
states in and (see table 4.3). The values of A ,^ and (pairing energy 
for neutron and proton, respectively) were adjusted to reproduce approximately 
the average energies of the observed 4-quasiparticle states in yielding Au =
600keV and A,r — 660keV.
For the single-quasi-neutron energies were chosen to  be the observed 1-
quasi-neutron states of itself. The single-quasi-proton energies were chosen to be 
the average of the experimental 1-quasi-proton states in ^^®Ta, ^®^Ta, ^®^ Re and 
^®^Re (see table 4.4). The values of Au and A,r were chosen to be the same as for 
(A:, =  600keV and A,, =  660keV).
Comparison between the experimental multi-quasiparticle energies with the cal­
culated energies for the suggested configurations are given in table 4.5 and table 4.6
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Table 4.3: Single-quasiparticle energies for as used for the calculation without
involving blocking
Proton
Nilsson Asymptotic •pave c) qp
Quantum Numbers (keV) (keV) (keV)
1/2-[541] 628.0 356.8 492.4
l/2+[411] 520.3 826.8 673.6
3/2+[411] 1200=) 1060.4 1130.2
6/2+1402] 238.6 0.0 119.3
7/2+[404] 0.0 600*^ ) 300
9/2-[514] 30.7 263.0 146.9
ll/2 -[505] — — 1300-f)
Neutron
Nilsson Asymptotic pave c) qp
Quantum Numbers (keV) (keV) (keV)
1/2-[521] 221.9 385.2 303.6
1/2-[510] 634.7 457.8 546.3
3/2-[512] 805*) 726.3 765.7
6/2-[512] 430.2 365.6 397.9
7/2-[514] 0.0 409.2 204.6
7/2-[503] 1058*') 661.7 859.9
7/2+[633] 477.3 953.4 715.4
9/2+[624] 309.0 0.0 154.5
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“)Experimental 1-quasi-proton energies from ^^ ®Ta.
^^Experimental 1-quasi-proton energies from ^®^ Re.
=)Average of the 1-quasiparticle energies.
Since no experimental value is available, an estimate value is adopted.
®)This value is adopted from ^^®Lu.
■^^ This value is adopted in agreement with the experimental values of ^®^ Re and ^®^Re. 
Experimental 1-quasi-neutron energies from 
Experimental 1-quasi-neutron energies from
'^This value is adopted from
for the and respectively. A graphic comparison is shown in figure 4.6
and figure 4.7 (only the lowest calculated state of a particular spin and parity is 
compared). From these figures, good agreement with the average behaviour of 
the experimental multi-quasiparticle spectrum is obtained. In most of the cases, 
the  lowest calculated state  of a particular spin and parity has an energy consistent 
w ith the corresponding experimental state (±200keV). The K’^ =19“ and K*^=(24+) 
states in the and the K*^=(25/2” ) and K’^ =(57/2+) states in the have the 
most discrepancy between the calculated and the experimental energies. Although 
the  discrepancies are only about 300-500keV, in order to improve the agreement, 
the effects of the blocking of pairing correlations have been considered in the cal­
culations.
As discussed by [Wa62, Ze83a, Ze83b], when one odd particle sits in level Ek, 
the state k is blocked so th a t no pair can be scattered into this level. Therefore, 
the effect of the pairing correlations is reduced, and this reduction is substantial
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Table 4.4: Single-quasiparticle energies for as used for the calculation without
involving blocking
Proton
Nilsson Asymptotic E g p ( ^ 7 ^ T a ) “ ) E g p ( i ® i T a ) ^ ) E , p ( ' “ R e ) ‘ = ) E g p ( " « 3 R e ) ‘ ^ ) p a v e  e )  qp
Quantum Numbers (keV) (keV) (keV) (keV) (keV)
5/2+[402] 238.6 482.2 0.0 0.0 180.2
7/2+[404] 0.0 0.0 — 851.5 425.8
9/2-[514] 30.7 6.2 263.0 496.2 199.2
11/2-[505] — — — 1304.2 1375^)
Neutron
Nilsson Asymptotic
Quantum  Numbers (keV)
5/2-[512] 355.5
7/2-[514] 408.7
7/2-[503] 661.3
7/2+[633] 953.6
9/2+[624] 0.0
9/2-[505] 1200^)
ll/2+[615] 600^)
“) Experimental 1-quasi-proton energies from ^^^Ta. 
Experimental 1-quasi-proton energies from ^®^ Ta.
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=)Experimental 1-quasi-proton energies from ®^^ Re.
Experimental 1-quasi-proton energies from ^®^Re.
=)Average of the 1-quasi-proton energies.
Since not enough experimental values are available, an estimated value is adopted.
^^This value is adopted from 
^^This value is adopted from
for a level near the Fermi level. The effect of the odd particle depends on what 
level Ek it is placed in and the values of A and A will then vary with Ek.
W hen blocking one or more states, the BCS equations become [Fa93]:
unblckd -i
1 =  -  E  - I  — .....   (4.24)2 Y  (^js.y(i) - x y  + A2
and
blchd /-» unblckd f  jp / *\ \ \2
where N  is the number of particles, and G is the strength of the “pairing force” . 
The summations extend over the blocked ( “blckd”) and unblocked ( “unblckd”) 
orbitals as indicated.
The single-particle energies, Esp(i), may be calculated by,
=  Eo(i) -  ^ G v ‘(i) (4.26)
where Eo(i) is the unperturbed single-particle energy, and v^{i) is the occupa­
tion probability for the i — th  state.
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Hence, the multi-quasiparticle excitation energies can be calculated by,
blckd A 2 unblckd
Emqp — ^  Eo{i) — — +  ^  2Esp{i)v^{i) (4.28)i ^  i
The Emqp is now depending on the A?o(^ ) and the strength of the pairing force
G.
The values of G^ and G t^ were adjusted to reproduce approximately the average 
energies of the experimental 2 - and 4- quasiparticle states of and the 3-
quasiparticle states of yielding Gv ~  20.8MeV/A and =  22.5MeV/A. For 
the states closest to the Fermi level, where the blocking has the greatest sensitivity 
to  the level energy, the single-neutron energies for were chosen to reproduce
the observed 1 -quasi-neutron states in and the single proton energies were
chosen to reproduce the 1-quasi-proton states in ^^ ®Ta. A similar procedure was 
applied for The single-neutron energies were chosen to reproduce the observed
1-quasi-neutron states in the Correspondingly, the single-proton energies
were chosen to reproduce the average of the experimental 1 -quasi-proton states in 
^^®Ta and ^®^Ta. The energies of all the other single-particle states were calculated 
w ith the Nilsson model. In the present study, the deformation parameters, gg 
=0.232 and £ 4  =0.048, were taken from [Ba8 6 ] for and
In general, as listed in table 4.5 and table 4.6, good agreement with the experi­
mental multi-quasiparticle states is obtained (also see figure 4.6 and figure 4.7). For 
the most significant discrepancy between the calculated and the experimen-
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ta l values is for the K ^= 2 ” state («850keV). As mentioned previously, the K*^=2 ” 
band is an octupole vibrational band. The dominant configuration is assigned to 
be 27t (9 /2“ [514] . 5/2+[402]). However, the blocking calculations does not take 
into account the mixing of configurations.
As mentioned in the previous sections, there is more than one possible sug­
gested configuration for some of the intrinsic levels. The results of the blocking 
calculations provide further information for choosing the suitable Nilsson configu­
rations. From table 4.5, for the K^=16+ state, the blocking calculations indicate 
th a t the calculated multi-quasiparticle energy for the 2v (9/2+[624] . 7 /2 “ [514]) © 
27t (9 /2“ [514] . 7/2+[404]) configuration (3731keV) has better agreement with the 
experimental value (3546keV) than the other suggested configuration (4727keV).
For the K'^=19“ state, as obtained from the blocking calculations, the calculated 
multi-quasiparticle energy for the 2v (9/2+[624] . 7 /2“ [514]) © 4?r (9 /2“ [514]
. 7/2+ [404] . 5/2+[402] . 1 /2“ [541]) configuration (4824keV) agrees with the 
experimentally observed energy (4710keV). For the other suggested configurations, 
the calculated energies are about 900keV too high. The results from the blocking 
calculations are consistent with the low ? energy of the first transition of the band 
due to the involvement of the A9 /2  proton (1 /2“ [541]) as mentioned in the last 
section.
There are four suggested configurations for the K^=(24+) state, as mentioned 
in the previous sections. However, the blocking calculations clearly indicate that 
only the excitation energy of the 2v (9/2+[624] . 7/2+[633]) © 47t (11/2“ [505] 
. 9 /2 “ [514] . 7/2+[404] . 5/2+[402]) configuration (6345keV) agrees with the 
experimental value (6303keV). The other 4z/ © 47t configurations are too high in
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Table 4.6: Comparison of the experimental and calculated multi-quasiparticle ex­
citation energies (with blocking calculation) for
K" Configuration")
(keV) (keV) (keV)
2 - 1006.4 1466.2 1854.9 27t(9/2-.5/2+)*)
(5 -) 1640.3 1658.1 1881.5 2 ï/(9 /2+ .l/2 -)
8 - 1528.8 1559.1 1567.3 2z/(9/2+.7/2-)
8+ 2132.3 2069.9 2176.8 2i/(9/2+.7/2+)
14- 3263.4 3298.4 3349.7 2z/(9/2+.7/2-)
027t(7/2+.5/2+)
15+ 3388.4 3145.3 3422.2 2i/(9/2+.7/2-)
© 2,r(9/2-.5/2+)
(15-) 3743.6 3656.1 4031.7 2z/(9/2+.7/2+)
027t(9 /2 -.5 /2+ )
16+ 3546.4 3326.0 3731.2 2z/(9/2+.7/2“ )
027t(9 /2 -.7 /2+ )
3981.3 4726.9 2f/(9/2+.7/2-)
027r(9/2“ .7/2+)
16- 3896.8 3836.8 4340.7 2i/(9/2+.7/2+)
027t(9 /2-.7 /2+ )
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RTT Rexpirnqp Rcoic Configuration")
(keV) (keV) (keV)
19“ 4709.9 5257.7 4824.2 2y(9/2+ .7 /2-)
0 4 ir(9 /2 -.7 /2+
.5 /2+ .1 /2")
5607.0 5672.7 4i/(9/2+.7/2"
.7 /2+ .1 /2 -)
@2%(9/2-.5/2+)
5913.0 5819.9 2r/(9/2+ .7/2-)
e47r(9/2-.7/2+
.5 /2+ .1 /2 -)
(23-) 5974.2 6101.3 6055.7 4i/(9/2+.7/2"
.7 /2+ .7 /2 -)
e2 T (9 /2 -.7 /2 + )
(23-) 6114.0 6258.6 6334.4 2!/(9/2+ .5/2-)
® 4 ir ( ll/2 - .9 /2 -
.7/2+.S/2+)
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K"- peæpi rpcalcmqp jpblckdmqp Configuration")
(keV) (keV) (keV)
( 2 4 + ) 6 3 0 3 . 1 6 5 7 6 . 1 6 3 4 4 . 9 2 y ( 9 / 2 + . 7 / 2 + )  
® 45r(ll/2 -.9 /2 - 
. 7 / 2 + . 5 / 2 + )
7 9 3 8 . 8 7 0 8 6 . 7 4 ; / ( 9 / 2 + . 7 / 2 -
. 7 / 2 + . 3 / 2 " )
@ 4 % ( 9 / 2 - . 7 / 2 +
. 5 / 2 + . 1 / 2 - )
8 1 1 4 . 3 7 7 6 2 . 1 4 i / ( 9 / 2 + . 7 / 2 -  
. 7 / 2 + . 1 / 2 - )  
® 4 7 t( 9 / 2 - . 7 / 2 +  
. 5 / 2 + . 3 / 2 - )
8 2 0 9 . 5 9 0 8 9 . 1 4 y ( 9 / 2 + . 7 / 2 -
. 5 / 2 - . 1 / 2 - )
© 49r(ll/2 -.9 /2 '
. 7 / 2 - . 5 / 2 + )
“)j/-configurations: ^ " [5 2 1 ] ,  1/2" [510], 3/2"  [512], 5 /2 “ [512], 7/2+[633], 7 /2"  [514], 
7 /2-[503], 9/2+[624]
^-configurations: 1/2"[541], 3/2"[532], 5/2+[402], 7/2+[404], 7/2"[523], 9 /2 “ [514], 
11/2" [505]
*)k ’^ =2“ is an octupole vibrational band [Go67, Gu71, Fa79], which is dominated by the 
27t(9 /2 “ [514],5/2+[402]) configuration.
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Table 4.6: Comparison of the experimental and calculated multi-quasiparticle ex­
citation energies (with blocking calculation) for
K’ Tjieæpe”igp
(keV)
'pcalc■mqp
(keV)
jgWcfcd
(keV)
Configuration")
9/2+ 0.0 0.0 0.0 i'9/2+[624]
7 /2 - 408.7 408.7 424.5 1/7/2-[514]
21/2(+) 1653.4 1926.0 1800.5 1/9/2+[624] 
®27t(7/2+.5/2+)
23/2<-) 1745.2 1699.3 1839.1 i/9/2+[624]
®27t(9 /2 -.5 /2+ )
(2 5 /2 -) 2174.9 1944.9 2250.1 j/9/2+[624]
® 2ir(9/2-.7/2+)
(37 /2 -) 3944.4 3969.3 3857.9 3i/(9/2+.7/2-
.7 /2 -)
©27r(9/2-.5/2+)
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K" •pexpÉ pcafc Configuration")
(keV) (keV) (keV)
(39/2) 4133.5 3854.9*’) 4391.6 3i/(11/2+.9/2+
.5 /2 -)
® 2ir(9/2-.5/2+)
4740.9*') 4888.4 3i/(9 /2+ .7 /2-
.7/2+)
®27t(9 /2 -.7 /2+ )
4215.0") 4268.9 3i/(9/2+.7/2-
.7 /2 -)
®27t(9 /2 -.7 /2+ )
4508.1") 4399.9 3 i/(9 /2+ .9 /2-
.7 /2 -)
®27r{9/2-.6/2+)
(47/2) 6046.6 5102.9") 5609.1 3 f( ll/2 + .9 /2 +
.7 /2 -)
® 2 îr( ll/2 - .9 /2 -)
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K’ peæpÉTTiqp
(keV)
E :!;
(keV)
•ffblckdTngp
(keV)
Configuration")
( 5 7 / 2 + ) 8 0 4 0 . 4 7 6 2 8 . 8 6 7 7 0 . 7
6 9 0 9 . 1 7 2 8 6 . 9
3 î / ( 9 / 2 + . 9 / 2 -  
. 7 / 2 - )  
© 47r(ll/2-.9 /2- 
. 7 / 2 - . 5 / 2 + )
7 9 1 9 . 6  7 4 5 1 . 1  5 f ( 9 / 2 + . 9 / 2 -
.7 /2 - .7 /2 -  
.5 /2 -)  
® 2 ir ( l l /2 - .9 /2 - )
5 1 / ( 1 1 / 2 + . 9 / 2 +  
. 9 / 2 - . 7 / 2 -  
. 5 / 2 - )  
® 2 7 t( 9 / 2 - . 7 / 2 + )
")t/-configurations: 5 /2-[512], 7/2+[633], 7/2"[514], 7 /2-[503], 9/2+[624] 
9/2-[505], ll/2 + [6 1 5 ]
«--configurations: 5/2+[402], 7/2+[404], 9 /2-[514], 11/2-[505] 
*’)positîve parity configuration 
")Negative parity configuration
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Figure 4.6: Comparison o f experimental multi-quasiparticle excitation energies with 
the results o f B C S calculations for W. The calculated neutron and proton pair 
gaps, Ay and A^r, from  the blocking calculations are also shown.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison o f experimental multi-quasiparticle excitation energies with 
the results o f BC S calculations for W. The calculated neutron and proton pair 
gaps, Ai/ and A^, from  the blocking calculations are also shown.
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energy (by 700keV to 2.8MeV).
According to  the blocking calculation, a K’^ =24“ state is lying about 600keV 
lower than  the calculated K^=24'*' state. In principle, this intrinsic level should 
be observed from the experiment, since it is predicted to be a highly yrast state. 
However, the calculated 2v (9/2'*'[624] . 7/2+[633]) © 4% (11/2" [505] . 9 /2"  [514]
. 7/2+[404] . 5/2+[402]) configuration has an energetically unfavoured coupling 
of intrinsic spins. The orbital-dependent residual interactions are im portant in 
determining the energetically favoured couplings of multi-quasiparticle states, and 
generalisation of Gallagher-Moszkowski rules [Ga58, Ga62] is given by [Wa93]: for 
u — 1/  OT IT — TV couplings, anti-parallel intrinsic-spin projections are favoured, while 
for u — TT couplings, parallel intrinsic-spin projections are favoured. For m ulti­
quasiparticle exitations, the sum of all i/ — z/, tt — tt and z/ — tt couplings must 
be considered. However, these residual interactions have not been included in 
the blocking calculations. Thus, the excitation energies for configurations with 
unfavoured couplings may be underestimated by hundreds of keV. Therefore, the 
unfavoured K^=24" configuration is not assigned to the experimentally observed 
K=24 band.
For the blocking calculations gives a good agreement with the experi­
mental multi-quasiparticle energies (see table 4.6 and figure 4.7), except for the 
K ^=(57/2+) state. There are three suggested configurations. The lowest calcu­
lated energy is about 1.2MeV lower than the experimental value. This discrepency 
may be caused by the absence of orbital-dependent residual interactions in the cal­
culations. Moreover, the suggested multi-quasiparticle configurations involve the 
1/ 9/2"[505] and /o r tt 11/2“ [505] orbitals. The single-particle energies for these
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orbitals are simply calculated with the Nilsson model, since there is no experimen­
ta l energy available for comparison. The calculations may have under-estimated 
the energies. This may also account for the discrepencies between the blocking 
calculations and experimental values.
As shown in the partial decay scheme of (figure 3.30), there are several in­
trinsic levels observed below the K^=21/2(+) isomer with I  % 17/2. Although the 
blocking calculations cannot reproduce the exact experimental energies of these 
levels, the calculations predict tha t the multi-quasiparticle energies of the low­
est K‘^ =15/2+ and K^=17/2+ states are only about 50keV apart (1725keV and 
1779keV, respectively). Moreover, there are three suggested configurations, with 
K ^=17/2+, extremely close in energy (1779keV, 1988keV and 2035keV). In general, 
this is consistent with the experimental observations.
From the calculations, there are four possible configurations with energies close 
to the experimental value for the K =(39/2) 4133.6keV level. All of these configu­
rations involve one 1^ 3 /2  neutron and one /zn /2  proton. This is consistent with the 
evidence from the alignment calculations. Since the spin and parity of this level 
are not well determined, there is no confirmation of the configuration for this level, 
and only the configuration with the lowest energy is shown in figure 4.6. Similarly, 
for the tentative K =(47/2) 6046.6keV level, only the configuration with the lowest 
energy is given in table 4.6.
As illustrated in figure 4.6 and figure 4.7, the pairing gap is sensitive to the num­
ber of quasiparticles (i.e. the number of orbitals tha t are blocked) and the positions 
of the blocked orbitals relative to the Fermi level. In for the ground state, Ay 
and A,r are about 80keV bigger than the odd-even mass difference (Ay=804keV,
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A.,r=966keV). The pairing gap for the 9/2+[624].7/2~[514] 2-quasi-neutron config­
uration collapses to below IkeV. For the 4-quasi-neutron states, Ay has vanished. 
Similar behaviour is observed for the proton pairing gap. The value of A,r is 
significantly attenuated in the 2-quasi-proton excitations and vanishes in the 4- 
quasi-proton excitations. In identical behaviour is obtained. The Ay and A.^ -
values for the K ^=(57/2+) state {Zv © 4?r configuration) have collapsed to about 
IkeV. However, for the ground state, Ay is about lOOkeV smaller than the odd- 
even mass difference (Ay=776keV), and A,r is slightly bigger (%i 200keV) than the 
odd-even mass difference (A,r=751keV).
In conclusion, the blocking calculations are able to reproduce the experimental 
1 - to 5-quasiparticle excitation energies (±200keV). Once the calculations involve 
6 - or 7-quasiparticle states, the calculated multi-quasiparticle energies seem to be 
too low in comparison with the experimental values. This may result from the 
absence of the residual interactions in the calculations and the (9-values are chosen 
slightly lower than those expected from systematics [So76]. Further work is in 
progress [Fa93] to improve these calculations.
4.5 BAN D  CROSSINGS
In even-even nuclei at low energies, a band built on the ground-state configuration 
will give rise to the yrast states (i.e. the lowest energy state for a given spin). The 
first excited two-quasiparticle state  is often formed by two high-^ orbitals (^13/2 
neutrons in the A«180 region). W ith increasing rotational frequency, the Coriolis 
interaction lowers the energies of these quasiparticle levels. At a critical frequency.
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(^criij the quasiparticle band becomes energetically favoured (i.e. becomes yrast). 
The ground-state-band and the 2-quasiparticle-band are said to cross. There is 
usually an interaction (about >10keV) between the crossing bands, so the observed 
states in the crossing region have mixed configurations.
W ith two-band mixing, the mixed states, of a particular angular momentum, 
7, can be expressed in term  of pure states,
(4.29)
and
(4.30)
with normalisation: =  1. The subscripts —, a and -f, h refer to the lower
and upper states, respectively. The rotational-model expression for the reduced E2 
transition probability from spin 7% to spin I 2 '.
B {E 2 ) = ^ e ^ Q l\( I^ K 2 Q \h K ) \^  (4.31)
becomes, for transitions from ^_ (7 i) to Ÿ_(7g):
B {E 2 )  =  ^ e ^ Q l{ a { I ,) a { h )C !K a  + ^ { h ) m ) O iK „ Y  (4.32)
where Cik  — (7i7C20|727T), and it is assumed tha t the intrinsic quadrupole 
moment, Qq> is the  same for each of the configurations.
In the present study, there are two examples of band crossing in ^®°W. Firstly,
the K ^=8“ band is crossing with the K^=16" band. The mixing m atrix element
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Table 4.7: Mixing m atrix elements, and calculated E 2  branching ratios (from 
one of the  7=18 states) between the K ^= 8 " and 16“ crossing bands in
|y |(keV ) B(E2) ratio
2.0 13.5
2.5 8 .6
3.0 6.0
“^For each B(E2) ratio, the calculation 
uses K= 8  for the K ^= 8 " band, and 
K=16 for the K’^ =16“ band.
\V\ was chosen to reproduce the experimental in-band/ out-of-band 7 -ray branching 
ratio from the 7 =  18 level of the K^=16“ band. The experimental branching ratio 
is calculated to be =  11.1(28). As shown in table 4.7, in order to•à > \* ii^ )o u t—o f ^ b a n d  '  ^
reproduce the branching ratio (with the above equation), the mixing m atrix element 
for these two bands is «2.3keV which is less than the maxium value |y |=19.8keV  
(i.e. half the energy difference between the 7=18 levels of the K ^= 8 “ and K^=16“ 
bands).
The second example in the is the ground-state-band mixing with the
yrare band (the band based on the 7^=8+ 2132.3keV level). The yrare band has 
very small signature splitting up to 7=14, the even-spin states being only slightly 
energetically favoured. Above this level there is a signature inversion and the 
start of larger signature splitting as shown in figure 4.8. This signature inversion 
indicates a band crossing, and it is clear tha t the ground-state-band is involved.
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Figure 4.8: Band crossing diagram for A n  arbitrary rigid-rotor reference
is subtracted from  the excitation energies. □ symbols represent the yrast states, 
and o (•) symbols represent even (odd) signatures o f the yrare states. The stars 
(joined by dotted lines) show the location o f the unperturbed states calculated with 
a spin-independent interaction matrix element, V, as shown.
Since the ground-state-band has no odd-spin members, mixing between the two 
structures pushes the unfavoured yrare even-spin states to higher energy, so tha t 
the odd-spin states which are not perturbed become energetically favoured.
The spin-independent mixing m atrix element was chosen to  reproduce the un­
perturbed states of the ground-state-band and the yrare band (the dotted lines 
in the figure 4.8), yielding \V\ f«141keV which is close to the maximum value 
(141.5keV, i.e. half the experimental spacing of the 7=16 levels). From the ex­
perimental B (E 2 )  ratio of the 7^ =  16"^  —> 14"^  transitions (see table 4.8), assum-
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Table 4.8: B(E2) ratios and mixing matrix elements, between the yrare band 
and the ground-state-band of
Spin (ft) E‘) (keV) E=) (keV) B(E2) fraction'*) |V1 (keV)
16+ -» 14+ 519 873 0.92(3) 120(13)
14+ 12+ 413 941 0.96(1) 79(8)
1 2 + - * 1 0 + 340 1 1 0 0 0.99(1) 3 4 l |
“Ifor each B(E2) ratio, the calculation uses equal values of |Vj for the initial and 
final spins, K =0 for the ground-state-band, and K= 8  for the yrare band.
In-band 7 -ray energies.
Out-of-band 7 -ray energies.
‘^ 1b (E 2 ) fraction is defined as the ratio of the in-band reduced transition rate B (E 2 )in-tond 
to the sum of the in-band and out-of-band reduced transition rates for J —» J — 2  transition. 
®lThe separation of the two levels (283 keV) limits |V| to a meiximum
of 141.5 keV.
ing K= 8  for the yrare band, K=0 for the ground-state-band and equal intrinsic 
quadrupole moments (i.e. equal deformations), |y |  =  120(13)keV is calculated. 
The other B [E 2 )  ratios of the levels at the band crossing region are also listed in 
the table 4.8. A strong spin dependence of |y |  is observed, possibly of the form 
\V\ =  a (J (J  -b 1 ) — X^) with K = 8  and a%0.5keV.
The yrare band has the properties of a “t-band” as described by [Pr93]: Fermi 
alignment [Fr83] and high-K (unfavoured) coupling^ of two 1^3 /2 neutrons give a
®The two i i 3/2 neutron orbitals closest to the Fermi surface for N=106 are the 7/2+[633]
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high and well defined average K-value. Frauendorf [Fr93] has incorporated this 
feature into the cranking model by allowing the cranking axis to “tilt” away from 
the principal axes. The aligned band is then called a tilted band, or t-band.
A problem arises when the alignments of the ground-state-band and the t- 
band are calculated. Figure 4.9 illustrates the alignments for the experimental 
ground-state-band and the t-band (solid lines), together with the reconstructed 
unperturbed ground-state-band and the t-band (dotted lines). A substantial align­
ment gain in the reconstructed ground-state-band extension is observed, indicating 
another band crossing, tentatively associated with the s-band.
A three-band-mixing analysis is applied on the present situation. It is assumed 
th a t the 1=8 member of the unperturbed s-band is lOOkeV above the unperturbed 
7=8 state  (1950keV) of the t-band, and the inertial parameters are the same for the 
s- and t-bands. From the three-band-mixing calculations, there are two solutions 
to be found. As the spin goes up, one of the solutions shows th a t the yrast band 
is dominated by the s-configuration (figure 4.10(a)), while the other solution gives 
the t-configuration for the yrast band (figure 4.10(b)).
By comparing the B{E 2 ) ratios from the two solutions with the experimental 
values (see figure 4.11), the former solution (solid line in figure 4.11) agrees slightly 
better than  the la tter solution (dotted line). The calculated mixing m atrix ele­
ments, which are obtained from the first solution, of the ground-state-band/t-band, 
Vgty ground-state-band/s-band, Vg^  and t-band/s-band, are listed in figure 4.12.
and 9/2+[624] Nilsson states. In the absence of rotation, these two neutrons could couple to 
K = jfli db 0 2 1 = 8  or 1. The t-band can be considered to develop from the Coriolis mixed high-K 
coupling, while the s-band develops from the low-K coupling.
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Figure 4.9: Rotation aligned angular momentum as a function o f rotational fre­
quency for hands in W, The symbols have the same meaning as in figure f .S . 
The reference parameters are — 24‘0Mev~^h^ and =  65.0Mev~^%^.
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Figure 4.10: Amplitude squared o f the component o f the yrast structure as a function  
o f spin, (a) indicates mainly s-configuration at high-spin; (b) indicates mainly t- 
configuration at high-spin. o symbol represents the s-configuration, and the open 
(filled) squares represent the t- (g-) configurations.
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Figure 4.11: B(E2) fraction as a function o f spin. The solid line (mainly s- 
configuration in the high-spin states) indicates slightly better agreement with the 
experimental data points than the dotted line (mainly t-configuration in the high- 
spin states).
From this figure, the calculations give a good reconstruction of the yrast and yrare 
bands.
The unperturbed ground-state-band, s- and t-band are shown in figure 4.13. 
From the calculations, there is no signature splitting between the odd- (filled cir­
cles) and even-spin (open circles) unperturbed members of the t-band (c.f. fig­
ure 4.9). It is consistent with the  high-K coupling assumption for the t-band. The 
alignments of the yrast and the even-spin states of the yrare band are illustrated 
in figure 4.14. Although the calculated results (solid lines) do not reproduce the 
exact experimental values, the calculations manage to reproduce the general be­
haviour of the bands. The calculations also obtain almost identical alignments for 
the odd- (filled circles) and the even-spin sequence of the t-band. In general, the
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Figure 4.12: Band crossing diagram for W. The three-band-mixing calculation 
gives a good reconstruction o f the experimental yrast states (open squares) and 
even-spin states (open circles) o f the yrare band. The mixing matrix elements 
o f the ground-state-band/t-band, Vgt, ground-state-band/s-band, Vg, and t-band/s- 
band, Vte are also listed. This is the solution corresponding to figure 4.10(a).
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Figure 4.13: Band crossing diagram for indicating the unperturbed ground- 
state-hand(stars) , s~ (dots) and t-band (open (filled) circles represents the even 
(odd) spin states) reconstructed by the three-band-mixing analysis.
calculations give a good interpretation of the involvement of a third band in the 
band crossing.
4.6 K-FORBIDDEN TRANSITION RATES
Electromagnetic transitions are called K-forbidden when changes in the K-quantum  
number are larger than the transition multipolarity, i.e. A K  > X. Since there are 
various mechanisms for K-mixing (e.g. Coriolis effects) the forbidden transitions are 
retarded, rather than strictly forbidden. The systematic nature of the inhibitions 
was illustrated by [Lo68, Wa90|. Lobner [Lo68] demonstrated the clear correlation 
of the Weisskopf hindrance factor, Fwj with the degree of K-forbiddenness, u =
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Figure 4.14: Rotation aligned angular momentum as a function o f rotational fre­
quency fo r hands in indicates the experimental yrast (open squares) and even- 
spin states (open circles) o f the yrare hand and the solid lines represent the align­
ments obtained from three-hand-mixing analysis.
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AÜC — A. It was found that the inhibition increased on average by a factor of about 
100 per degree of K-forbiddenness, i.e. fu  %100, where ft, is defined as “hindrance 
per degree of K-forbiddenness” , hereafter called the “reduced hindrance” :
fu  =  (4.33)iw
where is the partial 7 -ray half-life and Tw  is the Weisskopf single-particle 
estim ate (see Appendix A). The systematic behaviour of the ft, of E2 transitions 
in the A=180 mass region has been discussed in [Wa90].
Consider first There are six states th a t decay by K-forbidden {y > 2 )
transitions. These are the three isomers : K ^=(5"), K ^= 8 " and K ^=14"; the 
K ^=(23") 6974.2keV and 6114.OkeV levels; and the K‘^ =(24**‘) 6303.IkeV level. 
The 7 -ray branchings from each of these states are given in table 4.9. Since the 
multipolarities of the K‘^ = (5") isomeric decays (332.2keV and 455.2keV) are not 
well defined, the calculations assume M l character for both of the transitions. 
For the decay of the K’^ =8 ~ isomer, the total intensity for the unobserved 67keV 
transition, which decays from the K ^= 8 " band-head to the spin 6 “ state  of the 
K ^=2" band, is assumed the same as the “delayed” intensity of the 276.9keV 
6 ~ —>■4“ transition of the K ^=2" band. The 7 -ray intensity is obtained using the 
theoretical E2 conversion coefficient [Ro78]. The reduced hindrance for the 67keV 
E2 transition, /,^=40, is about three times larger than the systematics would suggest 
[Wa90]. For the decay of the K'^=(24'^), T i  < ln s , intrinsic level, there also appears 
to be an unobserved transition, 92keV, decaying from the intrinsic level to the spin 
24'*' state  of the ground-state-band. The to tal intensity of the 92keV transition 
is assumed equal to the total intensity of the 809.6keV 24'*‘ —>22'*' transition of
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the ground-state-bandj where the 7 -ray intensity for the 809.5keV transition is 
obtained from the 430.OkeV gated coincidence spectrum. The reduced hindrance 
obtained is, /^, <  2. This implies tha t the transition is essentially unhindered.
For the K‘^ =(23~) 6114.OkeV level, the reduced hindrance factors range from 3 
to 61 for the four transitions (237.7keV, 299.IkeV, 661.2keV and 986.4keV). The 
237.7keV transition, which decays to the spin (22) state  of the K’^ =(15“ ) band, 
has significantly smaller f„ than  the other transitions which decay to the members 
of the K^=19" band (see table 4.9).
For there are three states tha t decay by highly K-forbidden {2/  >4) tran ­
sitions. The calculated values are listed in the table 4.10. Firstly, for the 
K'^=21/2('*') isomeric state, the /„  values range from 19 to 29 for the four main 
transitions (343.OkeV, 614.0keV, 838.7keV and 1053.7keV). The reduced hindrance 
for the 838.7keV E2 transition, /„=22, is about a factor of two larger than the 
systematics would suggest [Wa90]. Secondly, the K^=(37/2"") isomer decays to 
the K ^=23/2(") band (via the 350.7keV and 711.9keV transitions). It also de­
cays to the K^=33/2(") intrinsic level via the 455.6keV transition, which is not 
K-forbidden. The reduced hindrance for the 350.7keV and 711.9keV transitions 
are 8  and 5, respectively. The reduced hindrance for the 711.9keV E2 transi­
tion is about a factor of four smaller than  the systematics [Wa90]. Finally, the 
K‘^ =(57/2'*’) 3 p s< T i < ln s  intrinsic level decays to the spin 57/2'*' state  of the 
ground-state-band, assuming an unobserved 20keV transition, and to the 53/2'*' 
ground-state-band member, by a 972.4keV transition. The to tal intensity of the 
20keV transition is assumed the same as the 952.3keV 57/2'*' —>53/2'*' ground-state- 
band transition. The reduced hindrance for the 2OkeV and 972.4keV transitions are
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Table 4.9: K-forbidden decays in
(a) K’'= (5  ) isomer decay (T i =25ns)
E^(keV) LA A K f .
332.3 (Ml)'') 47 (3)') (298)'’)
465.2 (Ml)*') 41 (3)") (515)^)
(b) K”'= 8“ isomer decay (T i= :5ms)
B.,(keV) LA by(%)“) A  K f .
(67)'") (E2)‘) 0.03=) 6 (40)'')
390.6 E l 97 8 55
(c) K’'= 1 4 “ 3263.4keV isomer decay ( T | =2/^s)
E.,(keV) LA by(%)“) A  K f .
222.1 M l 32 6 20
528.1 M l 36 6 33
813.4 E2 32 6 22
(d) K’'= (23  ) 5974.2keV isomer decay (T i < ln s)
E.,(keV) LA !,(%)=) A  K
159.7 (Ml)*') 15 (4)'') (<11)'')
521.3 (Ml)*’) 49 (4)‘) (<23)'')
846.8 (E2)'’) 14 (4)M (<18)'')
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(e) K^=(23 ) 6114.0keV isomer decay (T i= 1 .5ns)
Ry(keV) LA Ly(%)«) A K A
237.7 (Ml)*') 49 (8)^) (3)6)
299.1 (Ml)*") 6 (4)‘) (31)6)
661.2 (Ml)**) 19 (4)‘) (47)6)
986.4 (E2)*') 4 (4)6) (61)6)
(f) K^=(24'*') isomer decay (T|. < ln s)
E.y(keV) LA A K / .
(92)*') (Ml)*') !■') (24)6) (<2)6)
189.1 (El)*') 52 (1)6) -
328.9 (El)*') 45 (1)6) -
“^The 7 -ray intensities are given as a percentage of the total (conversion 
-corrected) intensity.
^'^Parentheses indicate uncertain values.
=)Total transition intensity is assumed identical to the “delayed” intensity of the 
276.9keV 6 “ —>4“ transition of the band.
“^ ^Total transition intensity is assumed identical to the intensity of the 809.5keV 
24+ —>22+ transition of the ground-state-band. The intensity is measured from 
the 430.0keV gated coincidence spectrum.
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~ 1  and 1 < fu  < 2 , respectively. As -for . the 92keV transition from the K^=(24'*') 
s tate  in the transitions are essentially unhindered. This represents complete
collapse of the K-selection rule.
A large hexadecapole deformation [Ni69] (£ 4  =  0.048 [Ba8 6 ]) may also be im­
portan t in understanding the extremely low reduced hindrances (ft, w l) in 
and Although £ 4  preserves axial symmetry, a large £ 4  causes the low-0 1^3 /2
orbitals to be brought closer to the Fermi surface and increases the effects of Cori­
olis K-mixing. This may also be part of the favoured explanation for the collapse 
of the K-selection rule.
As described by Frauendorf [Fr93], since the tilted cranking model allows the 
cranking axis to  “tilt” away from the principal axes, high-K components are present 
above the band crossing (i.e. Kl$> 0  for the ground-state-band a t high-spin), which is 
im portant for understanding high-seniority isomer decay into low-seniority states. 
The interpretation of values of /,y ~  1 (when K ~0 is assumed for the ground-state- 
band) has to be treated with great caution.
The decay of the K’^ =(23“ ) 5974.2keV isomer provides an example of K-forbidden 
transitions which have relatively small changes in the K-values (4 <  A K < 8 ). Since 
the  6 - or 7-quasiparticle isomers that decay by K-forbidden transitions are not 
commonly observed in the Awl80 region, it is difficult to provide any systematic 
comparison w ith the neighbouring nuclei in the present study. However, it seems 
from the reduced hindrance values (ft, %30-60, for the K ^=(23") 6114.OkeV level) 
th a t the K-quantum  number retains some validity at these high spins ( /  %23), in 
contrast to the apparently low hindrances (ft, %:1) in the decay of the K^=(24'*') 
and K^=(57/2'*') isomers in and respectively, to the ground-state-band.
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Table 4.10: K-forbidden decays in 
(a) K’^ =21/2('*') isomer decay (T i=130ns)
E.y(keV) LA !,(%)=) A K f.
343.0 (Ml)*») 10 6 (19)6)
614.0 (Ml)*') 7 6 (29)6)
838.7 (Ml)*') 72 6 (22)6)
1053.7 (E2)*') 9 6 (21)6)
(b) K’^ ^ (37/2“ ) isomer decay (Ti.=24ns)
E.y(keV) LA Ly(%)“) A K
350.7 (Ml)*") 16 (7)6) (8)6)
455.6 (E2)*’) 69 (2)6) -
711,9 (E2)*") 10 (7)6) (5)6)
(c) K"=i(57/2‘*‘) isomer decay (3ps< T i < ln s)
Ry(keV) LA Ly(%)«) A K U
(20)*') (Ml)*') 0.43=) (24)6) (ss 1)6)
972.4 (E2)*') 64 (24)6) ( i <  y . <  2)6)
“^The 7 -ray intensities are given as a percentage of the total (conversion-corrected) 
intensity.
Parentheses indicate uncertain values.
=)Total transition intensity is assumed identical to the intensity of the 
952.3keV 57/2+ ->53/2+ transition of the 9/2+[624] band.
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There is thus conflicting evidence concerning the validity of the K-quantum num­
ber at high-spin. Further studies are needed for understanding the usefulness of 
the K-quantum number at high angular momentum.
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Chapter 5
SUMMARY
The initial aim of the research presented in this thesis was to  study the  structure 
of a t high angular momentum. Following the ^^®Xe('^®Ca,4n)^®°W reaction at 
190MeV, at Daresbury Laboratory, the yrast band has been identified up to spin 
26'*' (tentatively 28'*'), and the K ^= 8 “ band is extended up to spin 18“ (tentatively 
19“ ). The structures above the well known K^=14“ isomer (Ti. —2fis) have also 
been investigated. Several intrinsic levels are observed. Some of the levels are ob­
served with collective rotational sequences built on them. About 1 % of population 
of the K^=(24'*') state with T i  < ln s  is suggested to decay directly to the spin 
24'*' state of the ground-state-band. There appears to be complete collapse of the 
K-selection rule.
There were about 65 million 7 - 7  coincidence events collected from the "^ ®Ca 
experiment. Surprisingly, about one-third of the data is associated with ^^®Xe(‘^ ®Ca, 
3n)^®^W reaction. From this data set, the 9/2'*'[624] ground-state-band is identified 
up to  spin 57/2'*'. The structures above the K^=21/2('*") isomer (T i —200ns) are 
partly resolved. The K‘"’= (37 /2“ ) (Ti. =24ns) 5-quasiparticle isomer is observed.
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Similar to a high-K intrinsic level, K‘'^=(57/2"*‘) 3ps<Ti. < ln s , decays directly 
to  the  ground-state-band.
In order to resolve the low lying structures for and (for example,
the backbending region of the ground-state-band in and structures between
the 3- and 5-quasiparticle states in two experiments were carried out at
the Australian National University. Following the ^^®Yb(®Be,5 n)^®°W reaction at 
55MeV, the K ^= 2 “ and K ^=(5“ ) bands are identified up to spin 19“ (tentatively 
21“ ) and spin (15“ ), respectively. In addition, a Fermi aligned and high-K (^13/ 2)  ^
(K%8 ) tilted band or t-band is observed mixing with the ground-state-band. As
indicated by the two-band mixing calculations, the yrare extension of the ground-
 ^baTiolstate-band is crossed by a th i r ^  which may be associated with the low-K (^13/ 2)^ 
s-band structure. A consistent description of the backbending in the yrast band is 
obtained with three-band mixing calculations.
Following the ’^^ ®Yb(®Be,4n)^®^W reaction at 40MeV, the 7 /2“ [514] band is ex­
tended up to spin 33/2“ (tentatively 37/2“ ) with backbending at spin about 21/2. 
Several intrinsic levels below the K^=21/2(+) isomer are also observed. Moreover, 
the structures between the K^=21/2('*') and K ^=(37/2“ ) isomers are successfully 
resolved.
On the basis of the g-factors, alignments and BCS with blocking calculations, 
the most probable Nilsson configurations for the intrinsic states in and 
are summarised in table 5.1 and table 5.2, respectively. As was shown in figure 4.6 
and figure 4.7, the pairing gaps. A,, and A,r obtained from the blocking calculations, 
are reduced rapidly as the number of quasiparticles increases.
In the present study, several examples of K-forbidden decays are observed in-
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volving both low and high seniority isomers. The systematics are complex. How­
ever, the tilted cranking model, as described by Frauendorf [Fr93], provides part 
of the explanation for the decays from a high-seniority isomer to the low-seniority 
states. A large hexadecapole deformation may also be im portant in understanding 
the extremely low reduced hindrance, fj,, for decays at high spin into the ground- 
st a t e-bands of and However, normal K-forbidden transitions (i.e. large
fv)  are also observed between high-seniority states in the present study. In or­
der to  understand the usefulness of the K-quantum number at very high angular 
momentum, further investigations are essential.
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Table 5.1: Summary of intrinsic levels in and proposed configurations
Energy®^ Half-life Configuration
(keV)
2“ 1006.4 «6ns 7r(9/2-[S14].5/2+[402])*)
(5 -) 1640.3 25ns i/(9/2+[624].l/2-[S21])
8- 1528.8 5ms y(9/2+[624].7/2-[514])
8+ 2132.3 - v(9/2+[624].7/2+[633])
14- 3263.4 2fis i/(9/2+[624].7/2-[514])
®7t(7/2+[404].5/2+[402])
15+ 3388.4 15ns f'(9/2+[624].7/2-[514])
®7r(9/2-[514],5/2+[402])
(15-) 3743.6 < ln s !-(9/2+[624].7/2+[633])
®5t(9/2-[514].5/2+[402])
16+ 3546.4 25ns y(9/2+[624].7/2-[514])
®7t(9/2-[514].7/2+[404])
16- 3896.8 - i/(9/2+[624].7/2+[633])
®7r(9/2-[514].7/2+[404])
19- 4709.9 <2ns t/(9/2+[624].7/2-[514])
®%(9/2-[514].7/2+[404]
.5/2+[402].l/2-[541])
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K ' Energy*)
(keV)
Half-life Configuration
(23-) 5974.2 < ln s i'(9/2+[624].7/2-[514]
,7/2+[633].7/2-[603])
®7r(9/2-[514].7/2+[404l)
(23-) 6114.0 f»1.5ns t/(9/2+[624].5/2-[512])
© îr(ll/2-[505].9/2-[S14]
-7/2+(404].5/2+[402])
(24+) 6303.1 < ln s i/(9/2+[624].7/2+[633]) 
®7r(ll/2-[505].9/2-[514] 
.7/2+[404] .5/2+[402])
“^Experimental energies.
*)k ^ _ 2 “ is an octupole vibrational band [Go67,Gu71,Fa79], which is dominated 
by the x (9 /2 ” [514].5/2'^[402]) configuration.
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Table 5.2: Summary of intrinsic levels in and proposed configurations
Energy*)
(keV)
Half-life Configuration
9/2+ 0.0 g.s. î/9/2+[624]
7 /2" 408.7 - 1/7/2-[514]
21/2(+) 1653.4 200ns i/9/2+[624]
®7t(7/2+[404].5/2+[402])
23/2(") 1745.2 27ns 1/9/2+[624] 
07t(9/2-[514].5/2+[4O2])
(2 5 /2 -) 2174.9 - 1/9/2+[624] 
07r(9/2'[514].7/2+[4O4])
(3 7 /2 -) 3944.4 24ns z/(9/2+[624]
.7/2-[514].7/2-[503])
07t(9/2-[514].5/2+[4O2])
(39/2) 4133.5 - .b)
(39/2) 4234.5 - J)
(47/2) 6046.6 - J)
(57/2+) 8040.4 3ps<Ti. < ln s .b)
“)Experimental energies.
^)Configuration is not determined, see text.
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A p p e n d ix  A 
SINGLE-PARTICLE TRANSITION RATES
Theoretical single-particle 7 -ray transition rates are useful standards with which to 
compare experimental values. The Weisskopf single-particle estimates are discussed 
[B162]. Here, the corresponding half-lives for dipole and quadrupole transitions are 
reproduced from [Lo75]. {A =  mass number and Ey  =  transition energy in MeV.)
T^iEl )  =  • 10" “ æ
T Y { E 2 )  =  9.52A-&Æ:-^  -10-^ 5 
T V  { M l )  = 2.20 • £7® • 10-'“a 
T V { E 2 )  = 3.10A-ÎS-® ■ 10“®Æ
If a  level has an experimental half-life of and decays by n branches w ith2
7 -ray intensities / / ,  Tg, ..., and electron conversion coefficients ai ,  CKg, ..., 
then the partial half-life of the 7 -ray is given by,
(r '^j = (.1)
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